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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The main aim of the Training and Knowledge Transfer work package is to educate, inform and train 

the various stakeholder groups in how to use and interact with the XIFI Federation effectively, whilst 

understanding the varying needs, interests and abilities of each. 

This deliverable “Training Strategy and Material (v2)” is, as the title implies, an update to the previous 

version of the deliverable. The previous deliverable concentrated mainly on the Training Strategy and 

concluded that for the effective integration with the XIFI federation and the use of FIWARE 

technologies, a training programme meaningful to the stakeholders must be created, and that for the 

programme to be sustainable, an associated community must be created. This in summary was the 

strategy.  

D7.3 concentrates mainly on the implementation of the Training Strategy. 

In developing the training material for the Training Portal, existing project assets were analysed to 

provide collateral that will enable the transfer of knowledge necessary for the priority stakeholders to 

develop the skills required to exploit the FIWARE offering, and specifically to achieve this through 

FIWARE Lab. 

This version of the deliverable advances plans and strategies identified from the previous version (v1). 

In line with the key objectives for this revision, and in terms of incorporating technical competencies 

from WP1-5, the revision specifically advances the discussions around: 

 Training Material (see sections 3 and 5) 

 Community Building (see sections 2, 4 and 7) 

In the case of XIFI’s "Training and Knowledge Transfer" efforts, creating communities leverages off: 

 the introduction of the New Nodes;  

 our outreach training activities aimed at Infrastructures, Developers, SMEs and 

Accelerators;  

 the launch of our Training Portal towards the priority stakeholders; and 

 through additional initiatives, such as the Recognition and Reward Programme. 

Feedback from our engaged communities is a crucial aspect of the validation of our training content, 

and feedback and response mechanisms are working and in place. The various activities in gathering 

stakeholder feedback are described in sections 4 and 6. 

The Training and Knowledge Transfer team have worked hard in aligning the broad brush of the 

offerings from FIWARE Lab and FIWARE Ops, which can still be regarded as a technically maturing 

vehicle, with the needs of the disparate stakeholders. 

Physical training sessions have been organised and presented to Infrastructures, Developers, 

SMEs/Accelerators. Training material is in continuous production and is being added to the Training 

Portal, as and when it is released. Community Building activities with our key stakeholders are a 

continuous process, shared between the Training and Dissemination activities in particular, but also 

with the Showcasing and Sustainability activities, operating in tandem with technical advances made 

in the technical work-packages, and set to benefit from the showcase materials when they become 

available. 

However, more work needs to be done in supporting the current groupings of engaged stakeholders 

and in future proofing our training offerings for stakeholders still to come. Focus for future training 

sessions have been planned in a preliminary manner, and will be finalised upon completion of the 

current work on the priority stakeholders for the remaining time of the XIFI project. 
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1  INTRODUCTION 

The main aim of the Training and Knowledge Transfer work package is to educate, inform and train 

the various stakeholder groups in how to use and interact with the XIFI Federation effectively, whilst 

understanding the varying needs, interests and abilities of each. 

Work Package 7 is responsible for this Training and Knowledge Transfer, and this includes the 

compilation of training material for each specific stakeholder community and the building of a 

community around it for training and knowledge transfer. 

This deliverable “Training Strategy and Material (v2)” is, as the title implies, an update to the previous 

version of the deliverable. The previous deliverable concentrated mainly on the Training Strategy 

and concluded that for the effective integration with the XIFI federation and the use of FIWARE 

technologies, a training programme meaningful to the stakeholders must be created, and that for the 

programme to be sustainable, an associated community must be created. In summary, this was the 

strategy.  

D7.3 concentrates mainly on the implementation of the Training Strategy. 

In developing the training material for the Training Portal, existing project assets were analysed to 

provide collateral that enables the transfer of knowledge necessary for the priority stakeholders to 

develop the skills required to exploit the FIWARE offering, and specifically to achieve this through 

FIWARE Lab. 

In line with the key objectives for this revision, in terms of incorporating technical competencies from 

WP1-5, the revision specifically advances the discussions around: 

 Training Content (see sections 3 and 5) 

 Community Building (see sections 2, 4 and 7) 

Engagement and uptake from the different stakeholders is of utmost importance. In the case of XIFI’s 

"Training and Knowledge Transfer" efforts, creating communities leverages off: 

…the introduction of the New Nodes;  

…our outreach training activities aimed at Infrastructures, Developers, SMEs and 

Accelerators;  

…the launch of our Training Portal towards the priority stakeholders;  

…and through additional initiatives, such as the Recognition and Reward Programme. 

Feedback from our engaged communities is a crucial aspect of the validation of our training content, 

and feedback and response mechanisms are working and in place. The various activities in gathering 

stakeholder feedback are described in sections 4 and 6. 

The Training and Knowledge Transfer team have worked hard in aligning the broad brush of the 

offerings from FIWARE Lab and FIWARE Ops, which can still be regarded as a technically maturing 

vehicle, with the needs of the disparate stakeholders. 

There has been an excellent degree of training engagement with the priority stakeholders since the 

previous version of this deliverable. In addition, a considerable amount of training material has been 

generated from this engagement. Having said that, more training engagement is in the pipeline and 

additional training material is expected to be generated, which will be a further refinement of previous 

materials, and as unknowns become known throughout the project lifecycle. 
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2 TARGET STAKEHOLDERS & COMMUNITY BUILDING 

In this deliverable we focus on target stakeholders, while in D7.1 the source
2
 stakeholders were 

mentioned. The work has been carried out in Task 7.2 in conjunction with Task T9.2 “Promotion 

towards Stakeholders Groups”
3
, as part of an ad-hoc “Community Building Working Group” 

composed of representatives from WP6, 7, 8, 9 and 10. The focus of T7.2 and T9.2 was to identify the 

relevant target stakeholder groups in order to define stakeholder engagement activities for the final 

period of the XIFI project. T7.2 focused on the stakeholder communities that should be targeted for 

the next training sessions and webinars. The main driving force to select target stakeholders has been 

to follow the project strategy and the “market” drive. At the time of drafting this deliverable the work 

is being completed but is not yet finalised; some updates with respect to what is written down in this 

deliverable are therefore expected in the coming weeks. 

2.1 Target Stakeholders 

As mentioned in D7.1, the first step in the WP7 Stakeholder analysis was the identification of the 

stakeholders that we want to inform, train and engage. The next step is to work out their power, 

influence and interest to get to know who we should focus on. The third step is to develop a good 

understanding of the most important stakeholders to know what information channels to use to reach 

them, what material (web, Emails, printed collateral, etc.) and how they are likely to respond to be 

able to work out how we can best support them. These steps are described in more detail in the 

Community Building framework 2.2.1. 

To follow the project strategy and after intensive analysis within the above-mentioned Community 

Building Working Group led by T7.2 and T9.2, five groups have been identified as priority target 

stakeholders and they are depicted in Figure 1: The priority XIFI target stakeholders: 

 

Figure 1: The priority XIFI target stakeholders 

The XIFI project has direct access to and a relationship with the Infrastructure owners and operators, 

Sponsors/Investors (Public authorities) and the intermediaries (FI-PPP Phase 3 accelerator projects)   

target stakeholder groups, while the other two (End Users and Developers) can be addressed indirectly 

through the FI-CORE project
4
 and the latter one also through Intermediaries. The Public authorities 

                                                      

 

 

2 The source stakeholders are the stakeholders who shall participate in the training sessions. The target stakeholders are the 

stakeholders we would like to see emerge as a result of training (i.e. what we want to achieve with the source stakeholders at 

the end of the session). 

3 https://www.fi-xifi.eu/about-xifi/stakeholders.html 

4 FI-CORE will take over from XIFI when the XIFI project has ended. 

https://www.fi-xifi.eu/about-xifi/stakeholders.html
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(within the Sponsors/Investors) have an important role to fund infrastructures and that is why they are 

included in the WP7’s organized specific training sessions. In addition we need to train the FI-PPP 

Phase 3 accelerator projects (within Intermediaries) to prepare new SMEs which will then become 

developers later on. 

Priority setting for stakeholders is viewed as important to be able effectively: 

- to concentrate on the few main stakeholders – to save time and effort, 

- to find related social communities (information channels), 

- to customize and adapt the generic dissemination & training material, 

- to prioritize events, and  

- to get effective feedback and statistics. 

Each target stakeholder group includes more detailed sub-groups, which are listed below with their 

priorities. 

The End Users: 

- (Smart) City (city councils, police departments, construction firms, civil protection authorities, 

construction firms, utilities) 

- Big data providers (authorities, industry, institutions, providers...). 

The Developers: 

- SMEs and Web Entrepreneurs targeted by Phase 3 FI-PPP Open Calls, and  

- Developer communities targeting the priority end users (cf. end users). 

With the latter sub-group the target Developer communities can be selected based on the demand that 

comes from the End Users side - i.e. what kind of applications are needed in the market and which 

should be developed by the developers.  

Intermediaries: 

- Regional and local authorities (including smart cities), 

- FI-PPP Phase 3 accelerator projects, and 

- Other intermediaries (clusters, incubators, techno parks, etc.) related in particular to XIFI 

partners at regional/local level. 

Infrastructure owners and operators: 

- XIFI New Nodes, 

- FIWARE Lab Instance Providers, excluding the existing ones 

- Use Case Platforms, 

- XiPi Infrastructures, 

- EIT ICT Lab Nodes, 

- Commercial Testbeds, 

- FIRE Facilities, 

- Public Testing Facilities, and 

- Other Infrastructures. 

The five selected target stakeholder groups, including their sub-groups are depicted in Figure 2: Target 

stakeholders and Information sharing & collection channels. 
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Figure 2: Target stakeholders and Information sharing & collection channels 

 

2.2 Community Building 

A community is made up of its member entities and the relationships between them. Communities 

tend to be identified on the basis of commonality or identification among their members, whether a 

neighbourhood, an occupation, a leisure pursuit, or devotion to a brand. Community building is a field 

of practices directed towards the creation or enhancement of communities among individuals with a 

common interest (in this case the XIFI project) or within a regional area (such as a neighbourhood)
5
.  

The target of the Community Building activities in the XIFI project is to develop the conditions that 

will enable the continuation of the activities started beyond the official duration and the budget scope 

of the XIFI project. More specifically, the aim is to provide and start operating the business ecosystem 

platform to help to extend the current XIFI community and to develop an active community of target 

stakeholders and support it beyond the official duration of the project. 

In WP7 the community building activity focuses on engaging the relevant priority stakeholder groups 

into the training sessions and webinars, in a coordinated manner with the activities engaged in other 

WPs and in particular WP9. This work is still under way and therefore no specific conclusions have 

yet been reached but it looks at this stage that the next training sessions will focus more specifically on 

infrastructure owners and operators, on the FI-CORE project, and on regional and local public 

authorities as sponsors/investors in infrastructures. 

  

                                                      

 

 

5 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Community_building  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Community_building
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2.2.1 Community Building framework 

In the XIFI Community Building framework we have used a well-known traditional product lifecycle 

plan
6
 and adopted it for the XIFI community building activities. The 5-step approach (Figure 3: 

Community building framework) includes, before the actual Customer acquisition and Customer 

loyalty & retention phases, three pre-steps: Analysis, Selection and Mix. These three steps are 

considered as “pre-marketing phases” before the real targeted customer acquisition can start. For XIFI, 

this relates to the preparation phases: identifying the stakeholders, their importance, their networks; 

the messages to take to them; and how to engage with them. 

In general the two pre-steps, Analysis and Selection have been completed during the first year of the 

XIFI project and the Mix step is under way while the Customer acquisition and Customer loyalty & 

retention phases will take place partially during the second year and after the XIFI project completion 

by the follow-up project FI-CORE. On the other hand, the XIFI project is already in the Customer 

loyalty & retention phase with the additional 12 XIFI Nodes that joined the XIFI federation via the 

Open Call. 

 

Figure 3: Community building framework 

In the first phase, “Analysis”, the key question is: “What does the market look like?” 

There we have analysed:  

- Customer Needs/Define markets 

- XIFI Project capabilities 

- Competition & Market Dynamics 

- Collaborators / Complementors: INFINITY and FIWARE 

The first three were initially defined in the XIFI Description of Work, and additionally during the 

course of the project in several deliverables in Work Packages 6 to 10. The collaborators (INFINITY 

and FIWARE) have been natural partners for the XIFI project in the FI-PPP programme. 

                                                      

 

 

6 http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_1ouUiFFwC1Y/TBAVfxSpP2I/AAAAAAAAE6Q/I5Km1A-

kcGA/s1600/Strategic_Marketing_Frame2.jpg  

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_1ouUiFFwC1Y/TBAVfxSpP2I/AAAAAAAAE6Q/I5Km1A-kcGA/s1600/Strategic_Marketing_Frame2.jpg
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_1ouUiFFwC1Y/TBAVfxSpP2I/AAAAAAAAE6Q/I5Km1A-kcGA/s1600/Strategic_Marketing_Frame2.jpg
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The second phase, “Selection”, answers the question: “Whom do we want to go after & how?” 

Selection means that the project capabilities (outcome, impact), overall market situation (competition 

and customer needs) and a wide variety of identified stakeholders (performed by WP9) are selected to 

fit the overall XIFI project strategy. The second phase includes detailed activities: 

- Market Segmentation & Selection: Identified and Documented in the Business models 

(WP8: D8.2; D8.4); 

- Segment targeting: Documented in the Stakeholders categories definition (WP9: D9.3); and  

- Service positioning: Documented in the Exploitation  strategy (WP10: D10.1); 

The third phase, “Mix”, is the major milestone in the community building framework, i.e. it collects 

all the elements needed and in place before the real targeted “Customer acquisition” process can 

start, leading in the best case to the “Customer loyalty & retention” and in practice to 

“Adoption”. These three elements need to answer the questions: “What do we offer?”, “Where do we 

offer it?”, “How do we offer it?”, and “How do we retain users?”. 

The detailed activities already performed and to be performed in the “Mix” phase are: 

- Stakeholder segmentation: Based on the XIFI project strategy, the identified target 

stakeholders are prioritized including the sub-groups within each target stakeholder. 

- Place/Distribution: Following the target stakeholder prioritisation, the events, the 

dissemination material (web, leaflet, videos, etc.) and the types of XIFI training are selected to 

provide the best match for the target stakeholder group in question. Here we also map together 

the top-down (e.g. strategy, value proposition) and bottom-up (e.g. events identified by local 

partners) and match the event and training activities with our strategy. If gaps are identified 

then we need to fill them. To extend the XIFI community and to get our message spread to the 

communities behind each stakeholder group, we need to analyse each community and check 

if/how XIFI partners are involved with those groups -> we can start to repeat the XIFI 

message across those communities! 

- Product/Service offering: The available XIFI architecture together with the XIFI Value 

Proposition message (adapted to each target stakeholder) are the main assets to create an 

interesting XIFI offering. 

- Price: Terms & conditions are defined in the Exploitation strategy. 

When all elements in the “Mix” phase are in place the activities towards stakeholder engagement can 

start and happens in the “Customer Acquisition” phase where the main activity areas are: 

- Awareness: Information sharing via different channels as described in the Figure 2: Target 

stakeholders and Information sharing & collection channels. 

Note: Information sharing means a specific stakeholder value proposition message, dissemination 

material, events, training etc. The XIFI general Information sharing has been happening from the 

start of the project and will continue until the end of the project as parallel activity. 

- Interest: Customer is interested: “I can get some benefit”. 

- Action!: Customer negotiations to “sign a deal”. 

After successful completion of the Customer Acquisition activities, customers are engaged (i.e. “deals 

are signed”) and the operation/support starts in the Loyalty & Retention phase. The Loyalty & 

Retention phase is currently on-going with the Infrastructure owners and operators with the additional 

12 XIFI Nodes, which joined the XIFI federation via the Open Call, and after the XIFI project the FI-

CORE project will continue the activities already started during the XIFI project. 
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2.3 The next steps 

To follow and implement the project strategy and to engage target prioritised stakeholders in practice 

the community building action plan is being created and it includes the following topics for each target 

stakeholder sub-groups: 

 What has been done, 

 What is planned and its priority, 

 Most relevant engagement means, 

 Material available, 

 Specific material needed, 

 Value Proposition, 

 Key message, 

 Feedback mechanisms, and 

 Metrics / KPIs. 
 

For the different types of communities (social networks) ranging from the professional (e.g. LinkedIn) 

to the complementary generic media distribution communities (e.g. YouTube), the WP9 has analysed 

communities and social media networks related to each target stakeholder groups. The WP7 will use 

those identified communities to engage the relevant priority stakeholders’ groups into the training 

sessions and webinars. 
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3 THE TRAINING MATERIALS 

Deliverable D7.2 stated that the training materials for our target stakeholders would include 

presentation slide-sets, videos, webinars, etc. 

During the period since the release of v1 of the Training Strategy and Material, WP7 has been very 

active in producing this training material. Below sections give an overview of what has already been 

produced. The rebranding of FI Ops to FIWARE Ops and FI Lab to FIWARE Lab has caused a 

problem. WP7 had accumulated a lot of pre-branded material, including the Core Concepts video and 

the Powerpoint slide-sets. The training videos had also talked about FI Lab and FI Ops. A decision had 

to be made on what to do here; leave as is or go back and fix. After consultation with the 

Dissemination work-package it was decided to leave legacy material as is with the old branding and to 

update all new material with the new branding. This is not an ideal result but that was the decision. 

 

3.1 The Core Concepts Video 

It was agreed that a training video showing the XIFI Core Concepts would be a very useful training 

tool, and one that would cover a broad reach of the XIFI stakeholder community. Firstly a Request for 

Proposal (RfP) had to be agreed (see Error! Reference source not found.), and due to procurement 

protocols this RfP was to be released to a minimum number of six contractors. 

The contractors had to be given sufficient time to respond to the request and after the request date had 

elapsed the proposals had to be independently scored. 

The winning team was Clipatize
7
 and part of their proposal included a very detailed release plan, 

which included interim releases that required project approval before moving forward to the next 

release. At a high-level the plan included the following release gates: 

1. Draft script 

2. Final script 

3. Draft storyboards 

4. Final storyboards 

5. Final voiceover 

6. Draft animated sequences 

7. Final video 

The process was meticulous and professional. An example of the initial draft storyboards and final 

storyboards can be seen below: 

                                                      

 

 

7 http://www.clipatize.com/ 
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Figure 4: Storyboard examples for the Core Concepts video 

 

This video has been very well received and is played at the opening of each of the physical training 

sessions. As of writing it has received over 330 YouTube views since it was released in July 2014. 

 

Figure 5: Screenshot from the Core Concepts video 

3.2 Presentation Videos 

The idea here was to video the presentations given at each of our physical training sessions and to then 
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have these professionally edited into video training packages that would form part of our Training 

Portal or that could be disseminated from the video section of the XIFI website or through the XIFI 

YouTube channel. 

Six videos
8
 

9
 

10
 

11
 

12
 

13
 have been edited to date from the material presented at the Infrastructures 

training in Madrid (24 and 25 June 2014), an event that was targeted specifically towards the twelve 

New Nodes that were joining the FIWARE Lab federation, and five more videos are in the pipeline: 

 

Figure 6: Madrid presentations on YouTube 

After the remainder of the Madrid video material has been released, the presentation material from 

Munich (18 September 2014 at the ECFI-2 conference
14

) will be edited and released to the Training 

Portal in time for a “Training Course for Infrastructures” launch on 15 October 2014, and through the 

other XIFI dissemination channels. 

 

                                                      

 

 

8 http://youtu.be/FT2is8IfaVo 

9 http://youtu.be/Yng3m2uVNxw 

10 http://youtu.be/Cqn92GvGIVc 

11 http://youtu.be/tnz0JWqPJks 

12 http://youtu.be/gMaLbZMqm98 

13 http://youtu.be/L6KmyaXdJq8 

14 http://www.ecfi.eu/munich2014/ 

http://youtu.be/FT2is8IfaVo
http://youtu.be/Yng3m2uVNxw
http://youtu.be/Cqn92GvGIVc
http://youtu.be/tnz0JWqPJks
http://youtu.be/gMaLbZMqm98
http://youtu.be/L6KmyaXdJq8
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3.3 Webinars 

This type of training content is reasonably simpler to produce, yet can be invaluable because it allows 

participants to be involved without travelling. The process is straightforward and is described in more 

detail in section 6.1. In summary we organised webinars using the online conference tool 

GoToMeeting
15

 and used the recording function to record what was visually presented on the screen 

and any audio, which includes the presenter and anyone else speaking on the webinar: 

 

 

Figure 7: Screenshot from GoToMeeting for the webinars 

 

The GoToMeeting tool saves the files using its own .WMV format, and this file then needs to be 

converted, if it is to be uploaded to YouTube or if it requires further editing, for example for branding 

purposes. 

However, by putting some effort into organisation, a library of very valuable content can be amassed 

quite quickly. This material will be uploaded to the XIFI Channel
16

 and to our online Training Portal
17

. 

3.4 The Showcase Videos 

Following the last review in May 2014 and at a subsequent project meeting in June 2014, it was 

decided to set up a Showcases Working Group. The showcases were obvious candidates for sources of 

training material for WP7, and so the WP7 leader was invited to this working group.  

The showcase owners were invited to present their showcase at a series of webinars, which were 

recorded by WP7. This series of webinars (11 in total) have been uploaded to the XIFI YouTube 

                                                      

 

 

15 http://www.gotomeeting.com/online/collaboration/ 

16 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCj-t3Vo4FwQEVaMynJ26-AA 

17 http://edu.fi-ware.org/course/category.php?id=10 
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channel
18

, and excludes UC3, as the owners wanted this one to remain private. They are not viewed as 

being of sufficient quality to include in our online Training Portal, but the working group has used 

these online videos to distil the original showcases into more refined and relevant groupings, as 

reported in the XIFI deliverable D6.3. These grouped showcases are now being processed so as to 

extract and clarify their value proposition statements. Once this process is complete, an RfP will be 

released so that they can be produced into professional online Training Portal material, of a similar 

quality to the Core Concepts video. 

 

Figure 8: Example screenshot for the Showcase videos 

The key objective of this exercise for WP7 will be a shortlist of showcases from which strategically 

articulated XIFI storyboards can be extracted, that can be used to produce further invaluable training 

videos. This process is ongoing, and is planned to produce 4-6 videos from these showcases in the 

final project reporting period, and will align closely with the overall XIFI Value Proposition and the 

strategy for WP7. 

                                                      

 

 

18 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCj-t3Vo4FwQEVaMynJ26-AA 
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4 THE TRAINING SESSIONS – PAST & FUTURE 

4.1 Past Training sessions  

Task T7.2 “Community Building and Training” addresses the actual delivery of the training material 

and works in close collaboration with T7.1 to organize the training events, ensure that the appropriate 

trainers are available and execute the training. 

As planned in the DoW, WP7 started its activity in September 2013 (Month 6 of the project) and the 

first training event was organized – as planned – in March 2014 (Month 12 of the project). 

From Month 6 (September 2013) to Month 18 (September 2014), WP7 organized the following 

training events: 

 

 1
st
 Awareness session for Public Authorities (FIA ATHENS – 18/03/2014); 

 β Training session for the new XIFI partners (Zurich, 27/03/2014); 

 1
st
 physical Training session (Berlin, 15/05/2014); 

 2
nd

 Training and Awareness session for Public Authorities (Brussels, 17/06/2014); 

 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 physical Training sessions (Madrid, 24-25/06/2014); 

 4
th
 and 5

th
 physical training session (Munich, 18/09/2014); 

 1
st
 webinar for the new XIFI nodes (18/09/2014); 

 2
nd

 webinar for the new XIFI nodes (19/09/2014). 

 

4.1.1 Awareness/Training session for Public Authorities, β training sessions and 

webinars  

From month 12 to month 18, WP7 organized two awareness and training sessions for Public 

Authorities, one β training session (a β training session, which is a test session) and one webinar. 

The first session for Public Authorities was organized to take advantage of the XIFI presence at FIA 

Athens (18-20/03/2014). The scope of this session was to inform the representatives of the National 

Public Authorities about the XIFI Federated infrastructures and to provide them with some basic 

information about the project, in order to create awareness about the FI-PPP world. 

The second session for Public Authorities was organized in collaboration with the FIWARE 

Consortium at the “Smart Product for a Smart Digital Europe” event held in Brussels on June 17
th
, 

2014. The session was hosted alongside the “FIWARE workshop with the Chambers of Commerce”. 

The participants from several Chambers of Commerce were informed about the XIFI Federated 

Infrastructures. The first XIFI training video (XIFI Core Concepts) was shown. 

In March 2014, alongside the XIFI General Meeting in Zurich, a β training session was organized. 

Thanks to this session, we had the chance to test our training material and train the new XIFI partners, 

who received a basic training on the infrastructure tools and network configuration. 

In addition to these sessions, we also organized – in collaboration with WP5 – two webinars dedicated 

to the new XIFI partners. From these webinars, the new XIFI nodes received training on the following 

topics: 

 Configuration of the Monitoring component using ITBox 1.3.4.0 (18/09/2014); 

 Configuration of the Keystone Proxy in order to federate the node (19/09/2014). 
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4.1.2 Past physical training sessions 

As indicated above, from Month 12 to Month 18, WP7 organized the following physical training 

sessions: 

 1
st
 physical training session (Berlin, 15/05/2014); 

 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 physical training sessions (Madrid, 24-25/06/2014); 

 4
th
 and 5

th
 physical training sessions (Munich, 18/09/2014). 

 

In this section we describe the programme of these sessions, the audience and the outcomes of the 

analysis of the feedback questionnaires returned. 

In D7.4, due at the end of the project, we will deliver a more detailed analysis of each session. 

 

4.1.2.1 First physical session: Training for Developers – Berlin, 15th of May 2014 

WP7 organized its first physical training session at Fraunhofer FOKUS, Berlin, on May 15th, 2014. 

The session was dedicated to developers who were interested in using the XIFI Infrastructures and 

services to run their experiments (e.g. new FI-PPP based services). 

 

 

Figure 9: Photographs from the Developers training session in Berlin 

8 developers (from a FI PPP Use Case project – FI-STAR, 2 Universities – BTH and Eötvös Loránd 

University, and 1 Danish company – INSERO Software) participated in this first training session.  

In the first part of the session, the trainers explained the core concepts of the XIFI project: 

 Project scope & objectives; 

 Federation and infrastructure’s architecture; 

 Infrastructures’ resources and capacities; 

 Federation offerings; 
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 Deployment timeline. 

 

This was followed by material presented specifically for “XIFI for developers”: 

 Cloud-hosting; 

 OpenStack; 

 XIFI and ‘non-conventional’ resources; 

 XIFI development cycle and tools; 

 Generic and specific enablers; 

 Evolution of the XIFI development support. 

 

The second part of the training was dedicated to “Use cases examples”: 

 Sample creation and deployment of networks and virtual machines; 

 Infrastructure and use case monitoring 

 Showcase: Always best served -Wireless Smartcity/Healthcare Scenario; 

 Showcase: Wireless access network virtualization; 

 “Guided Tour” of: 
o Creation and deployment of virtual machines and networks; 

o Using enabler components provided by the federation; 

o Accessing ‘non-conventional’ resources; 

o Infrastructure and use case monitoring.  
At the end of the session, we distributed questionnaires to the participants in order to collect their 

feedback. 

The feedback questionnaire comprised 3 major parts:  

1. In the first part, we asked the trainees to rate the training in general (e.g. the trainers’ skills, 

the interaction trainers/trainees, the training material and equipment, the training video etc…); 

2. In the second part, we asked the trainees to rate the content of each part of the training; 

3. In the third part we asked the trainees to answer 3 open questions:  
1) Favourite part of the training;  

2) Least favourite part of the training;  

3) Suggestions and comments to improve our future sessions. 
 

The feedback from the trainees was in general positive. The skills of the trainers, their professional 

demeanour and preparation were rated “good and excellent” by the majority of the participants. The 

majority of the trainees also rated the training material and the content of each part of the training 

“good”.  

To improve our future developers training sessions, the trainees suggested providing more interactive 

training and to improve face-to-face discussion.  

The feedback report is available in Feedback Reports For The Berlin And Madrid Training Sessions. 

 

4.1.2.2 Second and third physical sessions: Training for Infrastructure Owners and 

Infrastructure Operators – Madrid, 24-25/06/2014 

The 2nd and 3rd training sessions were organized on UPM premises (http://www.upm.es) in Madrid, 

on 24th and 25th of June respectively. These training sessions were dedicated to infrastructure owners 

and operators and FIWARE Ops users (mainly infrastructures) who want to either install an instance 

of FIWARE Lab or become part of a federated offering, powered by FIWARE Ops. 

http://www.upm.es/
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In the first day of training (June 24
th
), 31 people from the new XIFI nodes, from the University of 

Messina (Italy), from the University of São Paolo (Brazil) and from a small Spanish company that 

does some data solutions for smart cities (IPS VIAL) participated in the training. 

This first day of training covered the following topics: 

 XIFI Core concepts; 

 Architecture of Federated Platform; 

 Process for Joining (the Federation and FIWARE Lab); 

 Components you need (Highlevel OpenStack, ITBox, Highlevel Monitoring); 

 Detailed components; 

 FIWARE Lab Support Procedures. 

 

The second day was a practical training session (hands-on) dedicated to infrastructure owners and 

FIWARE Ops users who had participated in the training the day before or who were already familiar 

with FIWARE, FIWARE Lab and FIWARE Ops. 30 participants (from the new XIFI nodes, the 

University of Messina, the University of São Paolo and from a small Spanish company) took part in 3 

different hands-on sessions: 

 Hands-on 1 “ITBox and Open Stack”  

 Hands-on 2 “Monitoring”  

 Hands-on 3 “Service Integration”  
 

As was done for the training in Berlin, at the end of the two days of training, we distributed the 

questionnaires in order to collect feedback from the trainees. 

 

Comprehensively, the feedback we received from the trainees was mostly “good”, sometimes 

“excellent” and sometimes “poor”. 

The first day of training was rated “good” or “excellent” by 81% of trainees. According to them, the 

first day was essential to understand the core components and the global architecture, and was really 

appreciated. 

The second day of training was also rated “good and excellent” by the majority of trainees. 

However, we received some negative feedback regarding the hands-on sessions, especially on the time 

scheduling. 

According to the majority of the trainees, the lack of time for appropriately testing and understanding 

functionality was the big issue during the 3 hands-on sessions. More time for the practical sessions 

would have been needed in order to better understand, play with the components and perform fully the 

steps required. 

The feedback report is available in Feedback Reports For The Berlin And Madrid Training Sessions. 

In response to the above, and in collaboration with WP5, we organized additional webinars to cover 

aspects of the training that were not completely satisfactory for our trainees. These webinars were 

detailed in section 4.1.1.  

 

4.1.2.3 Fourth and Fifth physical sessions: Training for SMEs, Developers and Phase III 

Accelerator Projects – Munich, 18/09/2014  

The fourth and fifth physical training sessions were run alongside the ECFI-2 SME Training day at the 

Technical University Munich premises, on September 18
th
, 2014. 
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The fourth training session was an introductory session dedicated to developers (SMEs and web-

entrepreneurs) who were interested in using the FIWARE Open Ecosystem to run their experiments 

and use them to develop highly innovative services and applications. This session was organized in 

collaboration with the FIWARE Consortium. 

This training was meant to help the SMEs and web-entrepreneurs who might want to respond to the 

Phase III open calls, to understand the FIWARE Open Ecosystem and prepare a high-level proposal in 

the most efficient manner. 

The training covered the following topics: 

 Introduction  
o Introduction to the FIWARE Global Offer  

o The available infrastructure  

o FIWARE benefits for SMEs  

 Introduction to FIWARE Open Ecosystem 

o Introduction to FIWARE, FIWARE Lab and a description of the FIWARE Lab 

environment 

o Introduction to GEs, SEs and Cloud Components 

o Introduction to CB, Data Management and IoT (including their APIs) 

 Ecosystem and Support Services  

o E-learning 

o Helpdesk and procedures 
 

60 participants took part in this training session. 

The fifth training session was a basic training session focused on explaining to Phase III accelerator 

projects how to present the FIWARE Open Ecosystem to the SMEs and web entrepreneurs. 40 

Accelerator project participants took park in this training. 

The training covered the following topics: 

 Introduction  
o Introduction to the FIWARE Global Offer  

o The available infrastructure  

o FIWARE benefits for the Accelerator Program 

 Online Training Resources  

o Overview of the eLearning Portal 

o FIWARE Lab HelpDesk  

o Online Helpdesk introduction 

o Support Procedures 

o What happens when someone logs a ticket? 

 FIWARE and FIWARE Lab Service Offer  
o Cloud Portal; 

o Blueprints; 

o Catalogue / Marketplace  

o Where you can find more 

 FIWARE Ops Overview  

o Monitoring services 

o Inter-cloud networking 

o Private node deployment 

o Join the federation 

o How you can attach a node to FIWARE Lab 
 

At the end of each session, we distributed the feedback questionnaires. We had set up an Eventbrite 
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registration form and we collected 20 registrations for the SME sessions and 30 for the Accelerator 

session and we printed 50 questionnaires. At the end, we had a total of almost 70 participants. For this 

reason, we created two online questionnaires in order to collect the feedback. Here are the links: 

 SMEs
19

 

 Accelerator
20

 

At the time this deliverable was being written, we had just started to analyse the feedback and we are 

preparing a feedback report as we did for the previous training sessions. 

4.2 Future training sessions 

As discussed in section 4.1 the following events have already been organized: 

 1 β training session; 
 4 Basic sessions (one more than was planned for in the DoW); 

 1 Intermediate session; 

 2 Webinars; 

 2 Awareness and training sessions for Public Authorities. 

 

In the Description of Work (DoW), there was a plan to organize: 

 3 Basic sessions; 

 2 Intermediate sessions; 

 2 Advanced sessions; 

 3-5 Webinars; 

 3-5 Awareness and training sessions for Public Authorities. 
 

This section will show the plan for the organization of the remaining planned training events, which 

are: 

 1 intermediate session; 

 2 advanced sessions; 

 2 webinars; 

 1-2 Awareness and Training sessions for Public Authorities. 

 

The section will summarize the plan from Month 19 (October 2014) to Month 24 (March 2015). 

 

                                                      

 

 

19 https://www.quicksurveys.com/s/Ny78Y 

20 https://www.quicksurveys.com/s/s5DGi 

https://www.quicksurveys.com/s/Ny78Y
https://www.quicksurveys.com/s/s5DGi
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4.2.1 Organization of Webinars and Awareness and Training sessions for Public 

Authorities 

4.2.1.1 Webinars 

The XIFI project plans to publish 3-5 webinars (Web Seminars) based on the outcomes of the training 

sessions and on the needs that will be gathered from the stakeholder groups.  

In addition, this material will be hosted on the Training Portal
21

.  

As explained in section 4.1, 2 webinars targeting the new XIFI nodes were organized in September 

2014.   

Also, in the context of the “Recognition and Reward Programme” (cf. section 7), two (or more) 

additional webinars dedicated to Infrastructures owners and operators will be organized. 

The tables below summarize the two webinars already planned for the R&R Programme: 

 

3rd WEBINAR 

Source Stakeholders Infrastructure owners and operators 

Target Stakeholders FIWARE Lab Infrastructures 

Date 15/10/2014 

Teachers UPM, CREATE-NET 

Content of the webinar Introduction to FIWARE Lab for Infrastructures  
Architecture and Federated Platform 

Audience expected ~15 people 

 

Table 1: Details from the 3rd webinar 

 

4th WEBINAR 

Source Stakeholders Infrastructure owners and operators 

Target Stakeholders FIWARE Lab Infrastructures 

Date 29/10/2014 

Teachers Federation Office 

Content of the webinar Process for Joining the Federation 

Audience expected ~15 people 

 

Table 2: Details from the 4th webinar 

                                                      

 

 

21 http://edu.fi-ware.org/course/category.php?id=10 
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If there are enough participants interested in the programme, we can also plan to organize a couple of 

additional webinars covering the “Components” part, presented during the Infrastructure training held 

in Madrid. 

 

4.2.1.2 Awareness and Training sessions for Public Authorities 

As indicated in the DoW and in D7.2, 3-5 indicative specific training and awareness sessions for 

Public Authorities are to be organized, taking advantage of the existing events at European, national, 

regional and local level. The main purpose of these events will be to provide basic information about 

XIFI and to create awareness about the FI-PPP world. In addition the objective will also be to engage 

regional authorities in investing more into infrastructures that should compose the future FIWARE 

Lab Federation of Infrastructures, ensuring sustainability of the federation after XIFI (and then FI-

CORE) will have been completed. 

Advantage will also be taken of the following regional events organized by the new XIFI nodes: 

 FI-PPP event in Poznań (date: 23/10/2014 TBC) organized by PSNC (Poznan 

Supercomputing and Networking Center) along with the Polish Agency for Business 

Development and the Ministry of Science, focusing on agriculture and smart cities; 

 “eXperimental Infrastructures for the Future Internet (XIFI) - Telecommunication 

Networks and integrated Services (TNS) Node in Piraeus" event organized by TNS, 

University of Piraeus (date 20/02/2015 TBC), targeting national and regional Public 

Authorities. 

 

We are also currently discussing opportunities to participate in several EU events and, taking 

advantage of the XIFI presence, organize additional training sessions for Public Authorities. There is 

no definitive plan as of yet, but when these discussions conclude then we will have developed a deeper 

access to our target groups. 

 

4.2.2 Organization of physical training sessions  

As indicated above, we are planning to organize 3 physical training events: 1 intermediate session and 

2 advanced sessions. 

These sessions will be co-located in two different dates: 

 1 intermediate + 1 advanced session in December 2014; 

 1 advanced session in February 2015. 

 

Below we summarise the indicative source and target stakeholders, the content of the session and the 

audience expected for the 6
th
, 7

th
 and 8

th
 training sessions, as they stand today. However this may be 

revised over the upcoming months pending the final outcome of the work performed on priority 

stakeholders in the Community Building Working Group. 

 

6th Training session 

Source 
Stakeholders 

TBC –Developers and/or FI-CORE 

 SMEs and Web Entrepreneurs targeted by Phase 3 FI-PPP Open Calls,  

 Developers communities targeting the priority end users 
With the latter sub-group the target Developers communities can be selected based on the 
demand that comes from the End Users side i.e. what kind of applications are needed in the 
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market and which should be developed by the developers.  

Target 
Stakeholders 

Developers 
TSSG TBD 

Date December 2014 (date TBD) 
Location: Eurescom (TBC) 

Content of the 
session 

Intermediate 
TSSG TBD 

Audience 
expected 

~15 people 

Table 3: Details from the 6th Training session (Intermediate) 

 

7th  Training session 

Source 
Stakeholders 

TBC –Developers and/or FI-CORE 

 SMEs and Web Entrepreneurs targeted by Phase 3 FI-PPP Open Calls,  

 Developers communities targeting the priority end users 
With the latter sub-group the target Developers communities can be selected based on the 
demand that comes from the End Users side i.e. what kind of applications are needed in the 
market and which should be developed by the developers.  

Target 
Stakeholders 

Developers 
TSSG TBD 

Date December 2014 (date TBD) 

Location: Eurescom (date TBD) 

Content of the 
session 

Advanced 
TSSG TBD 

Audience 
expected 

~15 people 

Table 4: Details from the 7th Training session (Advanced) 

 

8th Training session 

Source Stakeholders Infrastructure owners and operators  

Target Stakeholders FIWARE Lab infrastructures 

Date February 2015 (date TBD) 

Location: TBD 

Content of the session Advanced (as per the DoW) 
TSSG TBD 

Audience expected ~15 people 

Table 5: Details from the 8th Training session 
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5 THE TRAINING PORTAL 

In deliverable D7.2 “Training Strategy and Material” v1, section 6 described the “Content of the 

Sessions”, and broke this content down into the Basic, Intermediate and Advanced training for the 

targeted stakeholder groupings. The previous section of this deliverable (D7.3) described the training 

topics delivered to each of the priority stakeholders. This section will provide details of how these 

training topics were leveraged as reusable material for the XIFI Training Portal
22

. 

5.1 Training aimed at Developers 

As described in 4.1, XIFI has organised a number of physical training events that were targeted 

towards our priority stakeholders. The first of these stakeholder groups were the Developers, and these 

were prioritised because they would require training on how to exploit the FIWARE Lab, so that they 

could validate their experimental services. 

Fraunhofer FOKUS organised the training session and hosted it in their offices in Berlin. 

Video recordings were made of the Berlin presentations but this material was deemed not to be of 

sufficient quality for further exploitation on the training portal. This was a valuable lesson, and all 

subsequent training sessions were professionally video recorded. 

Fraunhofer FOKUS are currently rerecording these presentations and when complete they will be 

made available on the Developer section on the Training Portal as Webinars. 

In the meantime, all of the presentations have been uploaded to the Developers section “FIWARE Lab 

for Developers” of the Training Portal
23

: 

                                                      

 

 

22 http://edu.fi-ware.org/course/category.php?id=10 

23 http://edu.fi-ware.org/course/view.php?id=95 
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Figure 10: Screenshot of Training Portal section aimed at Developers 
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5.2 Training aimed at Infrastructures Owners/Operators 

In contrast to the Developer training sessions in Berlin, a professional videographer was employed 

directly to video record the Madrid and Munich presentations. 

The Madrid material has been professionally edited and at the time of writing D7.3, six of the eleven 

presentations from Madrid have been released as training videos to the XIFI YouTube channel
24

: 

 

Figure 11: Example screenshots from YouTube of the Infrastructure videos 

 

In parallel to this, the training material is being used to build a training portal for Infrastructures. This 

section of the training portal is entitled “FIWARE Ops for Infrastructure Owners and Operators”
25

, 

which will be launched 15 October 2014, and provides training materials on the following topics, 

relevant for Infrastructure Owners and Operators: 

1) Training Introduction - FIWARE, FIWARE Ops, FIWARE Lab - the pillars of the Future 

Internet 

2) Federated Platform Architecture 

3) Process for Joining the Federation 

4) Components that you need Part 1  

5) Components that you need Part 2 

6) A Guide to the Infrastructure ToolBox 

7) Detailed Components – Monitoring 

                                                      

 

 

24 http://www.youtube.com/user/xifiproject 

25 http://edu.fi-ware.org/course/view.php?id=90 
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8) Marketplace and Resource Catalogue 

9) Support Processes 

10) Deployment and Configuration Adapter 

11) Network Controller 

Each of the above topics is defined in the portal as a separate module and each includes a link to the 

video presentation on YouTube, a PDF of the presentation, and supplementary training material, such 

as relevant XIFI deliverables, external resources etc. The section also includes a Forum and a Chat, so 

that participants can engage with XIFI directly and provide feedback on issues, gaps, etc: 

 

Figure 12: Screenshot for the introduction to the Infrastructure course module 

Figure 12 shows the introduction description to the course module for Infrastructures. The rest of the 

course module is broken down into the sub-modules (Figures 13 – 20 below) and each of these is 

taken from the specific topics presented to the Infrastructures at the Madrid training session: 

 

Figure 13: Screenshot of the Introduction to FIWARE, FIWARE Ops and FIWARE Lab 
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Figure 14: Screenshot of the "Federated Platform Architecture" module 

 

Figure 15: Screenshot of the "Process for joining the Federation" module 
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Figure 16: "Components that you need" course module 

 

Figure 17: "A Guide to the Infrastructure ToolBox" course module 
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Figure 18: "Detailed Components - Monitoring" course module 

 

Figure 19: "Marketplace and Resource Catalogue" course module 

 

Figure 20: "Support Processes" course module 

The above modules are currently work-in-progress and will be added to until this section of the 

Training Portal goes live on the 15 October 2014, which will coincide with the launch of the 

“Recognition and Reward Programme” discussed in section 7.  

 

5.3 Training aimed at SMEs and Accelerators 

WP7 took the opportunity to organise two introductory training sessions at the ECFI-2 event in 

Munich in September
26

 2014, and these training sessions were specifically targeted towards SMEs and 

Accelerators. Although the training sessions were organised by XIFI, they were presented as 

“FIWARE for beginners” sessions, showing the FIWARE branding and information to the 

stakeholders. The FIWARE Lab part of the session was coordinated with FI-CORE. 

The presentations at these two workshops were also professionally video recorded and the intention 

will be to professionally edit and release them also as training videos to the XIFI YouTube channel.  

In parallel to this, the training material will be used to build a training portal for SMEs. This section of 

the training portal is entitled “FIWARE and FIWARE Lab for Infrastructure SMEs, Developers and 

Accelerators”
27

 and provides training materials relevant for these groups. The feedback from these 

                                                      

 

 

26 http://www.ecfi.eu/sme-training-day/ 

27 http://edu.fi-ware.org/course/view.php?id=90 (requires a log in) 

http://edu.fi-ware.org/course/view.php?id=90
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sessions was very positive and participants asked if the presentations would be made available online. 

A PDF of each presentation has now been uploaded to the training portal, screenshots of their intended 

content can be seen in Figures 21 and 22 below: 

 

 

Figure 21: Screenshot of the course module for SMEs Developers 

 

Figure 22: Screenshot for the course module for Accelerators 
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6 TRAINING MATERIAL FEEDBACK 

WP7 invited members from the New Nodes to provide feedback on the training and the materials. 

Two of the New Nodes agreed to participate and provide this feedback. The objective here was to 

stimulate discussion on how WP7 can best serve the training needs of new Infrastructures. 

 

Two areas were put up for feedback discussion: 

1) The online training resources being developed for Infrastructures in general. The target 

audience is primarily focused towards those Infrastructures that may wish to join the FIWARE 

Lab federation in the future. However, this may or may not include the new Infrastructures 

who attended the training sessions in Madrid.  

2) Is there a requirement for any additional training that the trainees attending Madrid might 

need? It was recognized from the post training report that trainee expectations were not fully 

realised, and aware of this, WP7 needs to react. WP7 would like to gauge the trainees’ 

response on the effectiveness or otherwise of this process, or if any additional training is 

required.  

 

6.1 The Webinars 

In response to the above, two Webinars have been organised to date for the new nodes covering 

additional training information on the “ITBox”
28

 and “Security”
29

. Each of the sessions was completed 

with a Q&A. The Webinars were recorded and uploaded to the XIFI YouTube channel, and 

screenshots can be seen from Figures 23 and 24 below: 

 

Figure 23: Screenshot from the ITBox webinar on YouTube 

                                                      

 

 

28 http://youtu.be/lHcJA2w07nY 

29 http://youtu.be/SOJU1Whth94 
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Figure 24: Screenshot from the Security webinar on YouTube 

6.2 The Feedback 

We collected feedback from the 16 participants, using an online questionnaire
30

, and the results are 

presented here as follows: 

63% of the trainees rated the training “Excellent and Good”, 25% rated it “Fair” and 12% rated it 

“Poor”. 

The skills of the trainers, their professional demeanour, preparation and their willingness were rated 

“Excellent and Good” (82% of the answers given by the trainees). 

The length, the timing, the content of each webinar and the equipment used in each webinar, were 

rated “Excellent and Good” (80% of the answers given by the trainees). 

The favourite parts of the training - according to the trainees - were: 

 Demo and open questions; 

 Pretty good engagement from audience (driven by need to know answers to questions for 

deployment) 

 

The least favourite parts of the training – according to the trainees - were: 

 Audio quality; 

 Having to explain to the developers of the Keystone Proxy that the passwords do travel over 

the wire in clear text. 

 

The trainees, on their side, suggested to: 

 Ensure that the audio quality is improved; 

                                                      

 

 

30 https://www.quicksurveys.com/s/Hk57DmM 

https://www.quicksurveys.com/s/Hk57DmM
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 Have some chat solution so the audience can interact (or at least experiment with it - 

the audience can help answer some of the questions without needing the presenter);  

 Distribute slide content in advance; 

 The webinars should be accompanied with video demo material presenting the 

described processes in a more thorough way. 

 

WP7 has responded to the above feedback by organising future webinars with the leaders of WP5 and 

T5.5. 

6.3 The Next Steps 

The trainees gave recommendations for future webinar topics and suggested the following in 

particular: 

 Installation and test of GEs – walk-through of standard FIWARE Ops node maintenance and 

management procedures (software upgrades? addition of capacity to system? node reboots?) - just 

in case there are any gotchas that come from the FIWARE Ops system; 

 Design and configure network topology - external connectivity, public and federated IP. 

Connect to Federated Keystone “Step by Step”, passing procedure of joining to the federation; 

 More in depth about monitoring and big data; 

 OpenStack networking was a concept that came up a lot during the open questions and it 

would "deserve" a dedicated webinar; 

 Walk-through for joining the federation for a site that has a complete Infrastructure ToolBox - 

installation and network connectivity; 

 How to switch to Keystone Proxy (configuration files that need to be changed etc); 

 How to enable monitoring (what configuration files need to be changed and how);   

 How to make GE images available in Glance (again walk-through for changing configuration 

files etc.); 

 Generic Enablers – Neutron. 

 

As was mentioned in the previous section, WP7 is currently in discussion with WP5 and T5.5 leads 

about the recommendations above, and a plan is being drafted for the delivery of future webinar 

material. 
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7 RECOGNITION & REWARD PROGRAMME 

7.1 Overview 

The Recognition & Reward Programme has been designed to encourage infrastructures joining XIFI 

to provide real engagement with and participation in the XIFI federation and support for the FIWARE 

Lab. 

This task is part of WP7, dealing with training activities, since passing the training phase is a pre-

condition for recognition and/or reward. 

The Recognition & Reward Programme will be ultimately managed by the federation office, as the 

office will be in charge of completing the process of joining – this being the eventual objective of the 

R&R Programme. 

Recognition and Rewards will be awarded by a jury composed of technical and business participants 

in XIFI. 

7.2 Objective 

The XIFI Recognition & Reward (R&R) Programme should be used to encourage the participation of 

different stakeholders in training and recognize the willingness and effectiveness of XIFI federation 

participation as a new node. 

The present infrastructures, which are already receiving direct funding from the European 

Commission, are however excluded from receiving economic rewards, since the reward shouldn’t be 

oriented to any party receiving funding directly or indirectly from XIFI. However, such organisations 

could still receive the recognition. 

The target stakeholders are the infrastructure owners, and the reward is focused at the infrastructure 

itself and the infrastructure person in charge. 

Since the R&R programme has been designed to attract more infrastructures, the recognition and 

reward can only happen when the infrastructure effectively joined the XIFI federation under a certain 

conditions defined in the commitment levels. 

7.3 How to recognize and reward by commitment levels 

The Recognition & Reward Programme is based on 3 levels, starting from the training completion 

with a sufficient level of commitment:  

– BRONZE: this level includes engagement and partial integration, being part of the 

federation but with caveats and pre-conditions for experimentation. Basic and 

intermediate training sessions for infrastructure owners and operators should have 

been attended, and the federation office contacted and a plan agreed upon in order to 

effectively start the integration process. 

– SILVER: this level would be reached when joining the XIFI federation and offering 

the same services (with a similar service level) as the other infrastructures already in 

XIFI have achieved and agreed upon with the federation office. A draft sustainability 

plan for staying in the FIWARE Lab federation of infrastructures should be available. 

– GOLD: this level will be reached when the infrastructure is contributing with a 

number of users / developers or a significantly increased amount of resource 

compared with other infrastructures, and thereby increasing the use of the XIFI 

federation and the objectives of the FI-PPP, in addition to being federated and offering 
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services without restriction. A sustainability plan for staying in FIWARE Lab 

federation of infrastructures must have been agreed with the federation office. 

The monetary reward will be paid to whoever brought the contact with the FIWARE programme and 

facilitated integration in the FIWARE Lab federation of infrastructures. This person may decide to 

distribute the prize internally or any other way that his/her organization might decide. 

For this purpose a committee will be formed by different partners, from the technical and business 

sides of XIFI to determine the achievement and the maximum number of infrastructures which can be 

awarded with a financial prize. It is planned to offer a reward to the first infrastructures joining each of 

the two first levels and keep some budget for the GOLD level to be given at the end of the project. 

Beyond the monetary reward, infrastructures will get the authorization to advertise with a “FIWARE 

Lab Federation Bronze/Silver/Gold” label. Those infrastructures reaching the silver and gold level will 

also get an article on the XIFI web site. 

The total budget for the rewards is €10k, and is broken down into €500 – €1,000 and €1,500 in total 

when progressing through the different levels (€500 per level) and given to the person responsible for 

the infrastructure (s/he may decide to give it to the infrastructure owner or share it with others). 

7.4 Coherence with the training 

It is essential to match the Recognition and Reward Programme to the timing with the training courses 

and webinars and to encourage those infrastructures who are successfully going through the training 

(to be evaluated with a questionnaire) to take part in the federation and receive recognition. Training 

via the eLearning portal is also encouraged as complementary. 

7.5 Publicity 

Publicity for the Recognition & Reward Programme is being done along with other publicity for 

joining the federation and participating in the training for infrastructure owners, using XIFI web site 

and other PR means used by XIFI.  

In addition the Recognition & Reward Programme will be publicised at every XIFI event to attract 

infrastructures to join the federation. 

The infrastructures receiving a reward (economic reward) should indicate clearly the recognition 

obtained on their infrastructure website. Those infrastructures receiving recognition are encouraged 

but not obliged to do so. For this purpose a “FIWARE Lab Federation Bronze/Silver/Gold” label seal 

will be prepared. 

7.6 Development plan 

The plan to develop the Recognition & Reward Programme follows these steps: 

a) To publicise the programme on the web, explicitly saying that infrastructures contact persons 

may receive a prize. 

b) To announce at different events where the FIWARE programme partners are going to 

participate. 

c) To inform XiPi contacts of the programme’s existence and encourage their participation. 

d) Select from the externals participating in the training the infrastructures which may want to be 

integrated with FIWARE Lab and present the programme to them. 

e) To those interested and attracted to training events, an online form will be provided indicating 

the terms and conditions, in addition to the technical information needed. 

f) After successfully joining, the infrastructure will be entitled to receive the recognition/reward. 
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g) A jury composed of technical and non-technical XIFI partners will assign the level from the 3 

proposed. 

7.7 Alignment with the FIWARE program 

To align with the FIWARE program the following actions will be taken: 

- The R&R should be a programme to enhance FIWARE Lab engagement and participation. 

Without being a collaborative effort with the FIWARE program it would be very difficult to 

get any traction. 

- The activity should be aligned with and used in support of the Value Proposition of XIFI and 

is one of the actions which will be promoted via the dissemination of the programme. 

Therefore it should be communicated to the press office of the FI-PPP program.  

- It should be publicised as part of the FIWARE website, in the part dedicated to training and 

promotion (and publicised to all infrastructures in XiPi). 

7.8 Synergies with other prizes 

The question of alignment with other prizes in Europe, such as the one suggested by the reviewers, 

EuroClouds may attract new infrastructures. WP7 has started discussions with those responsible at 

EuroClouds and to check with the organizers how such synergies might happen in future. 

Other synergies will be sought, via the federation office. 

7.9 KPIs 

As a measure of the program’s success, the following indicators are suggested: 

 5 infrastructures to be attracted to FIWARE Lab without project funding, thanks to the R&R 

Programme 

 2 infrastructures to achieve gold level 

 1 international (i.e. non EU), other than the ones in Brazil and Mexico 

 10 more infrastructures are attracted to take part in the online training before the end of the 

XIFI project. 
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8 CONCLUSION 

A considerable amount of work has been performed in this period in trying to realise the strategies 

identified in the previous version of this document. The technical parts of XIFI paint a complex 

architecture and cover a very wide variety of stakeholder communities. This leads to its own 

complexities for the implementation of a training strategy that covers a diverse range of stakeholder 

communities (i.e. Infrastructures, Developers, and SMEs/Accelerators). 

The Training and Knowledge Transfer team have worked hard in trying to align the broad brush of the 

offerings from FIWARE Lab and FIWARE Ops, which can still be regarded as a technically maturing 

vehicle, with the needs of the disparate stakeholders. 

Physical training sessions have now been organised and presented for our three key stakeholders; 

Infrastructures, Developers, SMEs/Accelerators.  

Training material is in continuous production and is being added to the Training Portal, as and when it 

is released. 

Community Building activities with our key stakeholders are also a continuous process shared 

between the Training and Dissemination activities in particular, but also with the Showcasing and 

Sustainability activities, operating in tandem with technical advances made in the technical work-

packages, and set to benefit from the showcase materials when they become available. 

Feedback from our engaged communities is a crucial aspect of the validation of our training content, 

and feedback and response mechanisms are working and in place. 

However, more work needs to be done in supporting the current groupings of engaged stakeholders 

and in future proofing our training offerings for stakeholders still to come. Focus for future training 

sessions have been planned in a preliminary manner, and will be finalised upon completion of the 

current work on the priority stakeholders for the remaining time of the XIFI project. 
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Appendix A Request For Proposal For The Production Of A 

Series Of Online Knowledge Transfer Videos For The XIFI 

Project 

 

 

RfP issue date: 21
st
 February 2014 

RfP closure date: 7
th
 March 2014 at 17:00 CET 

 

 

Background 

 

Funded by the European Union, the XIFI project
31

 will establish a sustainable marketplace for trial 

infrastructures and Future Internet services. XIFI will achieve this vision by integrating and federating 

a multiplicity of heterogeneous environments – starting from the generic and specific enablers 

provided by the FI-WARE
32

 core platform and the FI-PPP
33

 use cases and early trials. Through this 

approach XIFI will demonstrate and validate the potential and capabilities of a unified market for 

Future Internet facilities overcoming a number of existing limitations to the current set of Future 

Internet experimental infrastructures available across Europe, such as fragmentation, interoperability 

and scalability.  

 

In this context, the Work-package 7 has been dedicated to the training and knowledge transfer. 

 

The Work-package 7 aims to educate, inform and train the stakeholders groups in how to use and 

interact with the XIFI Federation effectively, whilst understanding the varying needs, interests and 

abilities of each stakeholder group. 

 

The XIFI project has planned to develop training videos on the outcomes of the XIFI project results 

and has decided to use professional help to produce a series of online knowledge transfer videos. 

 

The XIFI project is in charge of this Request for Proposal. 

 

Subject of the Request for Proposal 

 

                                                      

 

 

31 https://fi-xifi.eu/ 

32 http://www.fi-ware.eu/  

33 https://www.fi-ppp.eu/  

https://fi-xifi.eu/index.php?id=4
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
https://www.fi-ppp.eu/
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The XIFI project is requesting proposals for producing a series of online knowledge transfer videos in 

the frame of Work-package 7 “Training and Knowledge Transfer”. 

 

XIFI asks the winning company to: 

 

a. Produce a 4-5 minute video on the XIFI Core Concepts (see Appendix A: based on the core 

concepts presented in Chapter 2 of D1.1). 

 

The purpose of this RfP is to provide a fair evaluation for all candidates and to provide the candidates 

with the evaluation criteria against which they will be judged. 

 

Questions related to this RfP can be sent by email to Mr. Mark Roddy: mroddy@tssg.org  

 

Submission deadline and conditions 

 

The XIFI project is responsible for issuing this Request for Proposal. Please note that: 

 

- All responses will be considered. 

- This is an open and competitive process. 

- This proposal must contain the signature of a duly authorized officer or agent of the company 

submitting the proposal. 

- The price you quote should be inclusive. If your price excludes certain fee or charges, you must 

provide a detailed list of excluded fees with a complete explanation of the nature of those fees. 

 

The evaluation criteria are mainly the following: 

 

- Alignment between the proposal and the expectations explained in this Request for Proposal. 

- Cost of the proposed project (s). 

- Previous experience in similar activities and expertise demonstrated in the proposal by the 

submitting organization. 

- Other criteria may also be used as seen fit by the XIFI project. The XIFI project will select a 

winning proposal. 

 

The deadline for this request for proposal is: 7
th
 March 2014 at 17:00 CET 

Please send your proposal to the following email address: mroddy@tssg.org  

 

Activities to be performed 

 

The winning organization will perform the following activity: 

 

Activity 1: Production of the 1
st
 video on the XIFI core concepts. 

mailto:mroddy@tssg.org
mailto:mroddy@tssg.org
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We ask the winning proposal to produce a 4-5 minute video on the XIFI core concepts, based on the 

core concepts presented in Appendix A, to include a generic opening sequence and closing title that 

can be reused for the series of videos. The video could include a mix of ‘piece to camera’ (PTC) 

instruction presented by a member of the XIFI team (head and shoulder), overlay graphics (computer 

generated and stock photographs), voice-overs, overlay video footage, and music. 

 

This is the first out of a series of 6 videos. Two or three other RfPs will be released for the other 

videos within the next few months. 

 

Objective of the training video  

 

The XIFI project wants to produce an introductory training video, which will explain the core 

concepts of the XIFI project in a very clear and comprehensive way. This video will be used as a 

support during our training sessions and also will be published in our on-line learning platform and 

social media channels.  

Target audience  

 

a. The purpose of this video is to explain the core concepts of our project to a diversified 

audience: ICT specialists, such as developers, infrastructure owners, engineers, researchers, 

etc who are not familiar with the XIFI project but, with an appropriate training, could use the 

services offered by XIFI; 

b. Public Authorities, such as Smart Cities, Local, Regional, National, European and 

International Authorities which are not familiar with XIFI but, with an appropriate training, 

could mobilize the Future Internet experimenters in their own countries.  

 

Context for usage of the videos 

 

The videos will be: 

 Used as a support during the training sessions; 

 Published on the XIFI e-learning platform (Moodle based tool); 

 Published on YouTube; 

 Used during events and webinars 
 

Technical requirements for the video 

 

 The video should be no more than 5 minutes in length (including opening and closing title 

sequences); 

 The video should include music, creative graphics and voice-overs, as well as additional video 

material if required (creative decision left up to the proposer).  

 The video could also include a mix of ‘piece to camera’ (PTC) instruction presented by a 

member of the XIFI project - head and shoulder (this is optional and should be priced 

accordingly); 

 The video must be produced to broadcast quality; 

 The video must be able to be reduced in size without sacrificing quality (i.e. for a laptop 

display format); 
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 The video must be able to be deployed to the XIFI e-learning Platform as well as to multiple 

video platforms (e.g. YouTube), and advertised on the most common social media e.g. 

Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn. 

 A minimum level of consistency with the existing XIFI logo and layouts should be ensured 

(cf. XIFI web site at www.fi-xifi.eu). The proposal shall explain how consistent the video will 

be with the existing design. 

 

Additional information 

 

In order to perform the activity in the most efficient manner, besides the information already available 

in the Deliverable D1.1 (see Appendix A), a telephone conference will be organized at the beginning 

of the activities in order to provide all required additional information to best define the content of the 

video. 

 

Deliverables 

 

The video Producer will deliver the finished product in desired formats including: DVD and web-

compatible formats. The finished product will include one broadcast quality video to be aired during 

the XIFI Training sessions, posted in the E-learning platform and distributed through social media. 

 

Proposals shall include the following deliverables: 

 Draft and then final agreed story boards; 

 Overlay graphics (computer generated and stock photographs); 

 Final scripts (in English); 

 Voice-overs; 

 Rough cuts (including music and voice-overs); 

 Finished tapes, DVDs, CDs and/or electronic files. 

 

Timeline 

 

Proposals are due no later than 7
th
 March 2014 at 17.00 CET. Proposals will be evaluated immediately 

thereafter and the contract is planned to be awarded. 

 

An indicative milestone schedule is mentioned below (activities in italics are not performed by the 

contractor): 

 

Activity 1 (1st video on the XIFI core concepts):  

 Final Story Boards Review: within 1 week after the contract is awarded 

Sign-off of the Final Story Boards by the XIFI project: 1 week after the submission of the 

proposed storyboard 

Voice-over: draft scripts against story boards to be written by XIFI: 2 weeks after the contract 

is awarded 

 Overlay Graphics Review (computer generated and stock photographs): within 3 weeks after 

the contract is awarded 

http://www.fi-xifi.eu/
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Sign-off of the Overlay graphics: within 3 days after the release of the proposed graphics 

 Filming the XIFI piece to camera: within 3 weeks after the contract is awarded 

This video material will be supplied separately to this contract by the XIFI team, and in 

consultation with the winning video production company 

 Rough Cut/Offline Edit Review: 4 weeks after the contract is awarded 

Sign-off of the Rough Cut/Offline Edit. 

 Final Video Release Review: 6 week after the contract is awarded. 

Sign-off on the Final Video Cut. 

 Finished tapes, DVDs, CDs and/or electronic files: completed within the end of April 2014 

Sign-off on final deliverables 

 

 

Format of the proposal 

 

There is no specific format for the proposal. However, at least the following shall be included: 

 

 Draft outline for a video Story Board 

 Description of all activities that will be performed as well as a time schedule and milestones; 

 Indicative liaison schedule between the winning company and the XIFI project (milestone 

signoff) 

 Description of all deliverables and outcomes; 

 Total costs – an all-inclusive fixed cost must be proposed (e.g. to include any costs associated 

with music copyright, stock photography, etc); an additional ‘piece to camera’ shooting and 

editing could be proposed as an option (in this case the shooting would happen during one day 

in Zurich, Switzerland, between 24 and 27 March, at a XIFI project meeting). 

 Description of previous experiences relevant to this RfP (proposers should provide examples 

of past projects, preferably of a similar size and scope); 

 Proposed vision for the videos (i.e. broad concepts on what the final product may look like); 

 Company profile and contact person for the proposal. 
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APPENDIX A – The XIFI core Concepts simply explained 

 

Background 

The XIFI platform aims to be the federated infrastructure
34

 for European FI-PPP developers
35

.  

XIFI, through this federated infrastructure, will provide a market place to access:  

i) the web-based services offered by FI-PPP 

ii) advanced Future Internet infrastructures that provide capacities  

iii) data to empower the applications developed by early adopters of FI-PPP technologies. 

The XIFI offer comprises two main parts:  

i) the platform, i.e. the “virtual” market place that allows end-users to browse through, 

configure and access enablers and infrastructures in preparation for their experimentations  

ii) the operational services, i.e. the set of activities that go around the platform to provide a 

comprehensive “package” to XIFI end-users. 

The XIFI platform is composed of different elements, such as: 

 User Interfaces  

 Federated Cloud and Service Management  

 Dynamic Network Management  

 Resource Monitoring 

 

The following should be taken into consideration in the construction of the XIFI architecture: 

 XIFI as a federated infrastructure 

 XIFI as a showcase for promotion of FI-PPP technologies for developers 

 XIFI as an opportunity for FI infrastructures to attract new communities of developers 

through FI-PPP services 

 XIFI as a validation and test of FI-WARE technologies in the field of Cloud Computing 

 XIFI as a flexible platform 

 

 

What is an infrastructure according to XIFI 

                                                      

 

 

34“Federated Infrastructure”. This infrastructure is provisioned for exclusive use by a specific community of consumers from 

organizations that have shared concerns (e.g., mission, security requirements, policy, and compliance considerations). It may 

be owned, managed, and operated by one or more of the organizations in the community, a third party, or some combination 

of them, and it may exist on or off premises. 

35 http://www.fi-ppp.eu 

http://www.fi-ppp.eu/
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In XIFI an infrastructure is any infrastructure that: 

1. Offers capacity to host FI-WARE GEs for building FI applications (compulsory).  

2. Offers connectivity to the Internet and the GEANT network (compulsory).  

 

XIFI and stakeholders 

The above discussion revolves around the two main stakeholders of XIFI: 

 Future Internet Developers (intended as IT professionals involved in the development of FI 

applications): application developers that want to leverage on FI-PPP technology platforms to 

develop innovative applications for so called Future Internet scenarios (e.g. smart mobility, 

smart energy, smart healthcare, etc.). 

 Future Internet Infrastructures: infrastructures offering capacity to host Future Internet 

applications and advanced hardware/services that can be used to support Future Internet 

application developers. As such Future Internet infrastructures are service hosting providers. 

 

XIFI offer to developers and infrastructure owners 

A summary of some of the key elements of that XIFI will offer to developers and infrastructures. 

XIFI will offer to developers: a single entry point to access FI-PPP technologies and underlying 

advanced Future Internet infrastructures. Through this entry point: 

 The developer will be able to access General Enablers (GEs) and Specific Enablers (SEs) 

deployed on different infrastructures in a transparent way. 

 The developer will be able to manage shared and private resources under her/his control. 

 The developer will be able to transparently deploy FI-WARE GEs and her/his own SEs. 

 The developer will be able to acquire information on the different characteristics of the 

infrastructures, such as: advanced experimental services (e.g. sensor networks, smart energy 

grids), SLAs, usage term and conditions. 

 The developer will be able to create projects/experiments "encompassing" more than one site 

(infrastructure) in a transparent way. 

 The developer will have a single access point to monitor services he/she is using and platforms 

he/she deployed. 

 The developer will be supported in moving platforms he/she deployed from a location to 

another. 

 The developer will have access to tutorials for deploying FI-WARE GEs and its own SEs. 

 The developer will have access to the help desk granting Level 1 and Level 2 support. 

 

XIFI will offer to infrastructure owners: a single entry point to publish their offer and access services 

meant for them. Through the single entry point: 

 The infrastructure owners will advertise: advanced experimental services (e.g. sensor 

networks, smart energy grids), SLAs, usage term and conditions. 

 The infrastructure owners will access to tutorials for: joining federation, deploying GEs, 

connecting GEs with their advances capabilities (e.g. sensor networks). 

 The infrastructure owners will access to the help desk granting Level 1 and Level 2 support 

for federation services and the installation process. 

 The infrastructure owners will deploy GEs to be made available in their datacentre. 

 

XIFI Design Principles 
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The following highlight the most relevant design principles that have been followed in the definition 

of the XIFI architecture: 

 On-demand self-service. A consumer can provision computing capabilities, such as server 

time and network storage, as needed automatically. 

 Broad network access. Capabilities are available over the network and accessed through 

standard mechanisms (e.g., mobile phones, tablets, laptops, and workstations). 

 Resource pooling. The provider’s computing resources are pooled to serve multiple 

consumers. Examples of resources include storage, processing, memory, and network 

bandwidth. 

 Rapid elasticity. Capabilities can be elastically provisioned and released to scale rapidly with 

demand. To the consumer, the capabilities available for provisioning often appear to be 

unlimited and can be appropriated in any quantity at any time. 

 Measured service.  Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource usage by a 

metering capability (e.g., storage, processing, bandwidth and active user accounts). 

 User centric. Well-designed services and user interfaces are key to deliver best user 

experience that will facilitate adoption of cloud services. 

 Simplicity. Dealing with heterogeneous environments may require complex solutions to 

automate some of the processes. Some processes may be kept to a manual mode in an initial 

phase for time-to-market, rather than designing with full functionality and for all IT services. 

 Reuse.  Cloud computing is nowadays a well-established field where a plethora of solutions 

are available. Such solutions should be reused as much as possible to allow for a fast kick-start 

of cloud provisioning activities, unless there are strong reasons to develop a new solution. 

 Service dependability.  Service availability is one of the key attributes for a service to be 

defined dependable. Service availability requires dealing with issues such as no single point of 

failure and scalability/elasticity mentioned above. While some of these features are not 

dependant on the provisioning platform, but rather on the services developed on top of the 

platform, in the design of Cloud provisioning platform service availability should be carefully 

planned. 

 Flexibility. The XIFI architecture should be designed for adapting to new requirements. In 

this sense modularity and service orientation are fundamental principles to be considered to 

design XIFI architecture. 

 Compatibility. XIFI aims at brining on board existing Future Internet infrastructures. As such 

it is important that the design of the XIFI architecture keeps continuity with current 

operational and business activities and allows for integration of XIFI architecture on top of 

existing tools adopted by infrastructures (where this does not conflict with FI-PPP technology 

centric principle). 
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Appendix B Feedback Reports For The Berlin And Madrid 

Training Sessions 

 

XIFI Project 

Training session – Fraunhofer FOKUS 

Results from the questionnaire forms 

Feedback Report 

The XIFI project organized its first training session at Fraunhofer FOKUS, Berlin, on May 15th, 2014. 

The session was dedicated to developers. 8 developers (from an FI PPP Use Case project – FI-STAR, 

from 2 Universities and from 1 company) participated in this first training session. 

At the end of the session, we distributed questionnaires to the participants in order to collect their 

feedbacks. 

In this short report we summarize the results from the 8 questionnaire forms we collected and the 

feedback we received from the organizers and the trainers. 

 

Here is the analysis of the results from the 8 questionnaire forms: 

 

67% of the trainees rated the training “good” and 33% rated it “fair”.  

The skills of the trainers, their professional demeanor, preparation and their willingness were rated 

“good” (60% of the answers given by the trainees). 

The training materials (including the training video), the equipment, the level and the length of the 

training were rated in general “good” (39% of the answers) and “fair” (35% of the answers). The 

remaining answers are: “excellent” (14% of the answers), “poor” (3% of the answers), “not 

applicable” (9% of the answers) 

88% of the trainees rated the XIFI architectures and capacities “good”. 12% rated it “fair”. The 

Demonstrations and case studies were rated “good” by 38%, “fair” by 38% and “poor” by 24%.The 

Guided tour was rated “excellent” by the 24%; “good” by the 38% and fair by the remaining 38%. 

The overall organization of the training session was rated “good” (60% of the answers given by the 

trainees). 

The favorite parts of the training - according to the trainees - were: 

 Guided tour, creation and deployment of VMs, the monitoring part, the “XIFI” for developers 

session and the showcases  

The least favorite parts of the training – according to the trainees - were: 

 Showcases 2 and 3 (almost impossible to follow according to one trainee) 

 Navigate on website to create VMs. According to one trainee it could be better if the trainer 

should have focused just on the important points. 

 

The trainees, on their side, suggested to: 
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 Better explain the terminology, such as Enabler/Resource [their types] and how they can 

relate/connect/combine; 

 Increase face-to-face discussions and provide a more interactive session; 

 Avoid long presentations 

 

Here we summarized the feedback and the suggestions from the trainers and the organizers:  

According to the organizers, the training was well organized in general; it was in line with the 

scheduled time and the trainers were very well prepared for the event. 

Unfortunately, there was very little discussion between the trainers and the trainees on what they were 

going to use the XIFI services and infrastructure for. Consequently, it was very difficult to understand 

the motivation of the trainees, and whether or not they really intend to build FI services and use the 

XIFI offer for their experimentations. 

The organizers and the trainers suggested to: 

 Consolidate the collaboration with the technical workpackages, WP7 and WP9;  

 Give the participants the opportunity to get in touch with everything XIFI is offering (i.e. the 

trainees should be able to get access to the offering and try to play with); 

 Avoid long presentations that are not of a key importance for XIFI. It would be better to give 

some examples scenarios on what can be done/executed/tested in XIFI (e.g. the WebRTC – 

and remote-doctor based scenario presented by DT) but shortly and compact; 

 Provide a more interactive session, where trainees formulate their use cases for possible FI 

service, and then a mapping discussion on how these services could be implemented using the 

XIFI offer; 

 Provide a more integrated approach: the trainees should have access to the training portal in 

advance in order to have a more effective Q&A session; 

 Encourage to discuss open issues and basic questions as a part of the opening/introductory 

session. We also need more objective comparisons (and for that we first need the metrics) with 

competition; 

 Give incentives to the developers: they will not jump on if they do not see a mid-term 

perspective that their “products” will have a market. Most developers will not like that their 

investment has been put into a platform that vanishes when their product is ready to market. 

Either the project communicate that anything developed on the XIFI platform will run on 

Amazon too later on, or the project can give evidence for sustainability after its end; 

 Design the training material for reference purposes, addressing technical issues in more detail. 

The training material needs to be up to date and the trainers should be able to answer in the 

training material why it is more beneficial to use the XIFI platform instead of other 

commercial cloud platforms; 

 Expose our USPs more clearly; 

 Show the video at the beginning of the session. The sound problems in Berlin spoiled the 

effectiveness of the video. In future there needs to be a stipulated requirement for adequate 

sound provision. 

In addition to that, the project coordination team should submit guidelines in how to communicate 

crucial topics (such as the perspectives beyond the project). The training is a direct contact with the 

future XIFI “customers”. For this reason, it should be considered to define and announce the developer 

training track from now to the end of the project already, which would communicate reliability and 

sustainability to a critical audience. 

Conclusions 

The feedback from the trainees was in general quite positive, mostly “good”. In order to improve the 

next training sessions and come up with an “excellent” rating, we should: 

 Give the participants the opportunity to get in touch with everything XIFI is offering; 
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 Provide a more practical guidance; 

 Understand in advance the trainees needs, why they attend the event, what do they expect and 

for what they would even pay to get; 

 Create a serious offer and elaborate on the win-win if trainees (i.e. our costumers) participate 

actively. 

  

XIFI Project 

Training sessions – UPM 

Results from the questionnaire forms 

Feedback Report 

 

The XIFI project organized training sessions on June 24 and 25, 2014 at Universidad Politécnica de 

Madrid (UPM) premises. 

The sessions were dedicated to infrastructure owners and operators and FIWARE Ops users. 

In the first day of training, 31 people from the new XIFI nodes, from the University of Messina (Italy), 

from the University of Sao Paolo (Brazil) and from a small Spanish company that does some data 

solutions for smart cities (IPS VIAL) participated in the training. 

 

This first day of training covered the following topics: 

 XIFI Core concepts; 

 Architecture of Federated Platform; 

 Process for Joining (the Federation and FIWARE Lab); 

 Components you need (Highlevel OpenStack, ITBox, Highlevel Monitoring); 

 Detailed components; 

 FIWARE Lab Support Procedures. 

 

The second day was a practical training session (hands-on) dedicated to infrastructure owners and 

FIWARE Ops users who have participated in the training the day before or who were already 

familiar with FI-WARE, FIWARE Lab and FIWARE Ops. 30 participants (from the new XIFI 

nodes, the University of Messina, the University of San Paolo and from a small Spanish company) 

took part in 3 different hands-on sessions: 

 

 Hands-on 1 “ITBox and Open Stack”  

 Hands-on 2 “Monitoring”  

 Hands-on 3 “Service Integration”  

 

Summary 

 

Comprehensively, the feedback we received from the trainees was quite “good”, sometimes 

“excellent” and sometimes “poor”. 

The first day of training – as shown in the Figure 4 Day 1 below- was rated “good” or “excellent” by 

the majority (81%) of trainees. According to them, the first day was necessary to understand the core 

components and the global architecture and it was really appreciated. 

 

The second day of training was also rated “good and excellent” by the majority of trainees. 

 

http://www.upm.es/
http://www.upm.es/
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However, we received some negative feedback regarding the hands-on sessions, especially on the time 

scheduling. 

According to the majority of the trainees, the lack of time for appropriately testing and understanding 

the functioning of everything was the big issue during the 3 hands-on sessions. More time for the 

practical sessions would have been absolutely needed in order to better understand, play with the 

components and perform full steps.  

In this short report we summarize the results from the 29 questionnaire forms we collected and the 

feedback and suggestions from the trainers and the organizers. 

 

 

Analysis of the results from the 29 questionnaire forms: 

 

Globally, the training event was rated as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The skills of the trainers, their professional demeanour, preparation and their willingness were rated as 

follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The training materials (including the training video), the equipment, the level and the length of the 

training were rated as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Training event appreciation 

78% 

22% 

Excellent+Good Fair+Poor

Figure 2: General skills of the trainers 

56% 

44% 

Excellent+Good Fair+Poor

55% 
45% 

Excellent+Good Fair+Poor
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The First day of training was rated as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Second day of training was rated as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The overall organization of the training was rated as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Training material appreciation 

81% 

19% 

Excellent+Good Fair+Poor

Figure 4: Day 1 

63% 
37% 

Excellent+Good Fair+Poor

Figure 5: Day 2 

80% 

20% 
Excellent+G
ood

Fair+Poor
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The favourite parts of the training - according to the trainees - were: 

 

 Day 2 in general, with a preference for the Hands-on “IT Box and OpenStack”;  

 Day 1: Detailed components, Q&A sessions, Networking talk. 

 

 

The least favourite parts of the training – according to the trainees - were: 

 Hands-on sessions: according to some trainees the hands-on were not well organized: the lack 

of time for appropriately testing and understanding the functioning of everything was a 

problem on Day 2; 

 Hands-on “Service Integration”; 

 The videos shown on Day 1; 

 Setting up VMs. 

 

 

The trainees, on their side, suggested to: 

 

 Provide more time for the practical sessions: according to the trainees, two days were far less 

than enough. The trainees had no time to work on the virtual machine images provided during 

training; 

 Provide four or five days of training; 

 Provide a more often breaks: 2 straight hours of deep technical knowledge was a bit hard; 

 Provide shorter presentations; 

 Set up virtual environments offline in order to save time during the training; 

 Test the infrastructure and solutions before the training; 

 Distribute the printed material of tutorials; tutorials of the procedures and provide the trainees 

with instruction for pre-installation of VMs; 

 Provide more exposure to FI WARE info and enablers from the developers and user point of 

view, even for prospective infrastructure owners; 

 Focus more on a new deployment with the current tools and analyse less problems that 

occurred and future features; 

 Use Google forms for feedback. 

 

 

Conclusions  

 

Having analysed the feedback from both the trainers and the trainees, and in order to improve our 

future training sessions and avoid the same problems we experienced in Madrid, in future we shall: 

 Involve the trainers in the definition of the content; 

 Improve the time scheduling of the hands-on sessions; 

 Provide more time for the practical sessions; 

 Test the infrastructure and solutions before the training; 

 Work with the trainees during the session in order to ensure that they are following the 

instructions and understand what they are doing and why they are doing it. 

 

 

  

Figure 6: Overall organization 
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Section I 
 

First day of Training in detail 

 

 79% of trainees rated the “Core concepts” presentation good, 11% rated it “excellent” and the 

remaining 11% rated it “fair”. 

 The “Architecture of Federated platform” presentation was “good” for 75% of trainees, 

“excellent” for 13% and “fair” for 12%. 

 75% of trainees rated the “Process for joining the Federation and FIWARE Lab” good; 13% 

rated it “excellent” and the remaining 12% of trainees rated it “fair”. 

 59% of trainees rated the “Components you need 1 and 2” presentations “good”; 20% rated it 

“excellent” and the remaining 21% rated it “fair”. 

 The “Detailed components” presentations were rated “good” by 76% of trainees, “fair” by 7% 

and “excellent” by 17%. 

 59% of trainees rated the “FIWARE Lab support procedures” presentation “good”; 38% rated 

it “fair” and the remaining 3% rated it “excellent” 

 

Second day of training in detail: 

 

 48% of the trainees rated the “Hands-on 1 ITBox and Open Stack” “good”; 28% “excellent”; 

21% “fair” and 3% “poor”. 

 48% of the trainees rated the “Hands-on 2 Monitoring” “good”; 14% “excellent”; 21% “fair” 

and 14% “poor” 

 41% of the trainees rated the “Hands-on 3 Service Integration” “good”; 4% “excellent”; 26% 

“fair” and 26% “poor” 

 

Favourite parts of the training in detail 

 

 Day 2: Everything that had to do with the deployment procedures 

 Day 2: Service Integration 

 Day 2:The use of IT Box and cloud deployment 

 Day 2: Hands-on monitoring 

 Day 1: Q&A sessions were really explanatory. Presentations were helpful and well written 

 Day 1 and Day 2: day 1 is needed to understand the core components and the global 

architecture; day 2 very interesting, allowed us to go deeper and "touch with hands". Day two 

was very interesting, but day 1 was fundamental to understand everything 
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Appendix C FIWARE Ops Infrastructure Provider Manual 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This manual aims to cover topics relevant to an infrastructure owner and infrastructure operators 

looking to deploy, setup and integrate a new infrastructure into the XIFI federation and by extension 

provide services on FIWARE Lab. 

Please note that the topics discussed in this manual are subject to change.  It is recommended that you 

also reference the cited source documents online. 
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2 CORE CONCEPTS 

In this section the authors highlight some of the main guidelines that should be taken into 

consideration to drive the building of XIFI. 

XIFI as a community cloud: XIFI is a federation of resources offered to the FI-PPP developer 

community by FI infrastructures. FI-PPP developers themselves may contribute to the community 

cloud by offering additional hardware capacity (under their own control or open to other PPP 

participants) and their own services (the so called Specific Enablers). 

XIFI as showcase for promotion of FI-PPP technologies for developers: XIFI is the natural 

showcase to promote FI-PPP results by hosting Generic Enablers, Specific Enablers and end user 

applications build on top of them, by interconnecting data and advanced services offered by FI 

infrastructures. 

XIFI as opportunity for FI infrastructures to attract new communities of developers through FI-

PPP services: XIFI aims at identifying, within the project lifetime, ways to ensure its sustainability. 

The natural way is to proof to infrastructure owners that, keeping alive the community cloud, will 

allow them to attract communities of developers beyond what they achieved so far. Of course this has 

several implications related to FI-PPP IPR handling that will be analysed within the XIFI project. 

XIFI as validation and test of FI-WARE technologies in the field of Cloud Computing: XIFI can 

be regarded as an horizontal use case project that leverage on FI-WARE Generic Enablers to show 

how to build a largely distributed and federated cloud platform that offer FI-PPP technologies to 

developers. In this sense, it is very important to collaborate with FI-WARE (and the upcoming 

Technical Foundation project) to define our fine-grained architecture and to provide requirements back 

to FI-WARE. 

XIFI as a flexible platform: the need to integrate and federate different existing infrastructures, 

demands for ability to tackle different needs raised by infrastructures for their integration, both at 

technical level, operational level and business level. The flexibility regards also the capacity: for 

example at the moment it is very difficult to forecast the needed resources (e.g. CPU cores, RAM, 

storage, network bandwidth) and XIFI should be ready to scale-up (this means also that software and 

hardware architecture should support that) with the growth of resource demands. 

2.1 What is an infrastructure according to XIFI 

The authors used and will use the term infrastructure (and node as synonym) in different parts of this 

document and of XIFI documentation. Thus it is important to define what an infrastructure in our 

context is. In XIFI an infrastructure is any infrastructure that: 

 offers capacity to host FI-WARE GEs for building FI applications (compulsory). To offer 

capacity to host FI-WARE GEs, the infrastructure should be able to host the Cloud Hosting 

GEs offered by FI-WARE through which the other GEs are provisioned. This means, in 

concrete terms, that the infrastructure should be equipped with a data center 

 offers connectivity to Internet and GEANT network (compulsory). Connectivity to Internet 

allows developers and application end-users to access the services hosted on the infrastructure. 

This connectivity can be provided through different means (GEANT or other providers). XIFI, 

to leverage on EU FI facilities and to reduce the cost of connectivity, decided that the 

backbone network to allow XIFI nodes intra-communication is provided through GEANT 

 offers additional capacities such as: sensing environment, advanced wireless connectivity, 

smart city datasets (would like). Future Internet developers may use such capacities to 

experiment GEs in real environments and on real data 

 offers services to developers: support, backup, ... (would like). Infrastructure may offer 
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additional operational services to enrich their offer. The absence of these services should not 

be conflicting with operation of XIFI federation
[1]

 

 offers access to end-user communities (would like). Infrastructures may be well connected to 

communities of end-users that developers can leverage on to test and validate their 

applications 

2.2 XIFI and stakeholders 

The above discussion revolves around the two main stakeholders of XIFI: 

Future Internet Developers (intended as IT professionals involved in the development of FI 

applications): application developers that want to leverage on FI-PPP technology platforms to develop 

innovative applications for so called Future Internet scenarios (e.g. smart mobility, smart energy, 

smart healthcare). 

Future Internet Infrastructures: infrastructures offering capacity to host Future Internet applications 

and advanced hardware/services that can be used to support Future Internet application developers. As 

such Future Internet infrastructures are service hosting providers. 

The two stakeholders have different objectives and needs that XIFI should be able to balance in 

building its offer. Nevertheless, the main objective of FI-PPP programme is to foster large adoption 

(and validation) of FI-PPP technologies. This requires a critical mass of developers (beyond FI-PPP 

Large Trials projects) to adopt GEs and SEs to build Future Internet applications. Thus it is crucial for 

the success of FI-PPP (and of XIFI) to attract as much as possible developers willing to use FI-PPP 

tools. This clearly gives to FI Developers a privileged position among stakeholders. XIFI should 

balance these two perspectives (the one of FI Infrastructures and the one of FI Developers) keeping 

into account as well FI-PPP general objectives. 

Other relevant stakeholders in the picture are: 

Future Internet Core Platform developers – which correspond to FI-WARE (and the upcoming 

Technical Foundation project) developers, and that aim to offer the services (Generic Enablers) part of 

their platform to the Future Internet Developers. 

Future Internet application sponsors and data providers – that support Future Internet Developers 

through financial and in-kind resources. 

XIFI Consortium – that is in charge of the different operational and administrative activities to enable 

the provisioning of XIFI platform. 

The stakeholders mentioned above may correspond to one or more role XIFI will take into 

consideration in the requirements analysis. 

2.3 XIFI offer to developers and infrastructure owners 

In this section the authors summarize some of the key elements of XIFI offer to developers and 

infrastructures. 

XIFI will offer to developers: a single entry point to access FI-PPP technologies and underlying 

advanced Future Internet infrastructures. Through this entry point: 

The developer will be able to access GEs and SEs deployed on different infrastructures in a 

transparent way. 

The developer will be able to manage shared and private resources under her/his control. 

The developer will be able to transparently deploy FI-WAREGEs and her/his own SEs. 

The developer will be able to acquire information on the different characteristics of the infrastructures, 

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Xifi:Wp7:d72?action=render#cite_note-ftn2-5
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such as: advanced experimental services (e.g. sensor networks, smart energy grids), SLAs, usage term 

and conditions. 

The developer will be able to create projects/experiments "encompassing" more than one site 

(infrastructure) in a transparent way. 

The developer will have a single access point to monitor services he/she is using and platforms he/she 

deployed. 

The developer will be supported in moving platforms he/she deployed from a location to another. 

The developer will have access to tutorials for deploying FI-WARE GEs and its own SEs. 

The developer will have access to the help desk granting Level 1 and Level 2 support. 

XIFI will offer to infrastructure owners: a single entry point to publish their offer and access services 

meant for them. Through the single entry point: 

The infrastructure owners will advertise: advanced experimental services (e.g. sensor networks, smart 

energy grids), SLAs, usage term and conditions. 

The infrastructure owners will access to tutorials for: joining federation, deploying GEs, connecting 

GEs with their advances capabilities (e.g. sensor networks). 

The infrastructure owners will access to the help desk granting Level 1 and Level 2 support for 

federation services and the installation process. 

The infrastructure owners will deploy GEs to be made available in their datacentre. 

2.4 XIFI Design Principles 

In this section the authors highlight the most relevant design principles that have been followed in the 

definition of XIFI architecture and that should drive as well definition of single components of XIFI 

described in other technical deliverables. XIFI architecture defines a community cloud platform and as 

such it should adhere to canonical cloud computing design principles [2] and heterogeneous cloud 

deployment best practises [3]: 

On-demand self-service [2]. “A consumer can unilaterally provision computing capabilities, such as 

server time and network storage, as needed automatically without requiring human interaction with 

each service provider” 

Broad network access [2]. “Capabilities are available over the network and accessed through standard 

mechanisms that promote use by heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms (e.g., mobile phones, 

tablets, laptops, and workstations)”. 

Resource pooling [2]. “The provider’s computing resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers 

using a multi-tenant model, with different physical and virtual resources dynamically assigned and 

reassigned according to consumer demand. There is a sense of location independence in that the 

customer generally has no control or knowledge over the exact location of the provided resources but 

may be able to specify location at a higher level of abstraction (e.g., country, state, or datacentre). 

Examples of resources include storage, processing, memory, and network bandwidth”. 

Rapid elasticity [2]. “Capabilities can be elastically provisioned and released, in some cases 

automatically, to scale rapidly outward and inward commensurate with demand. To the consumer, the 

capabilities available for provisioning often appear to be unlimited and can be appropriated in any 

quantity at any time”. 

Measured service [2]. “Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource usage by 

leveraging a metering capability at some level of abstraction appropriate to the type of service (e.g., 

storage, processing, bandwidth and active user accounts). Resource usage can be monitored, 

controlled, and reported, providing transparency for both the provider and consumer of the utilized 
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service” 

User centric [3]. Well-designed services and user interfaces are key to deliver best user experience that 

will facilitate adoption of cloud services. 

Simplicity [3]. The adoption of complex solutions may impact delivery time and the service quality. 

Dealing with heterogeneous environments may require complex solutions to automate some of the 

processes. Some processes may be kept to a manual mode in an initial phase for time-to-market, rather 

than designing with full functionality and for all IT services. 

Reuse [3]. Cloud computing is nowadays a well-established field where a plethora of solutions are 

available off the shelves to be deployed to support the creation of cloud based infrastructures. Such 

solutions should be reused as much as possible to allow for a fast kick-start of cloud provisioning 

activities, unless there are strong reasons to develop a new solution. Within XIFI, we will aim at 

adoption of FI-PPP technologies to achieve our architecture and to reuse, where needed, 

complementary Open Source software and Open Standards. XIFI when extending software to align 

them with its requirements will contribute back to the communities that originated adopted software. 

Service dependability [4]. Dependability is a fundamental characteristic of cloud computing platforms. 

Service availability is one of the key attributes for a service to be defined dependable. Service 

availability requires dealing with issues such as no single point of failure and scalability/elasticity 

mentioned above. While some of these features are not dependant on the provisioning platform, but 

rather on the services developed on top of the platform, in the design of Cloud provisioning platform 

service availability should be careful planned also taking into consideration derived costs [3]. XIFI 

architecture aims at delivery dependable services, with focus on availability, reliability, safety and 

transparency 
[2] attributes [4]. Services available in the single XIFI nodes, should be available 

regardless the availability of other nodes. Highly availability and reliability should be provided as well 

for management tools provided by XIFI platform. Integrity, maintainability and confidentiality should 

be guaranteed by the reuse of dependable cloud tools. 

Flexibility. The requirements that XIFI will face may change over the time, as such XIFI architecture 

should be designed for adapting to new requirements. In this sense modularity and service orientation 

are fundamental principles to be considered to design XIFI architecture. 

Compatibility. XIFI aims at brining on board as nodes existing Future Internet infrastructures, as such 

it is important that the design of XIFI architecture keeps into consideration the continuity of their 

operational and business activities and that allows for integration of XIFI architecture on top of 

existing tools adopted by infrastructures (where this does not conflict with FI-PPP technology centric 

principle). 

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Xifi:Wp7:d72?action=render#cite_note-ftn3-6
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3 NETWORK SETUP 

The most complex part of creating a XIFI site is the network deployment and configuration. The 

following guide is based on the experience of existing nodes. 

3.1 Node Network Configuration 

In order to set up correctly the network, a good approach is to follow the OpenStack guidelines. 

OpenStack distinguishes four logical networks: 
[3]

. 

 Management network 

 Data network 

 External network 

 API network 

 

Figure 25 - OpenStack Networking Architecture 

Basically the first two are intended as “internal networks”. The former is used for management 

purpose and provides connection between OpenStack components. The latter is used for VM data 

communication. These networks should have IP addresses reachable only within data centre. As stated 

in OpenStack Operations Guide 
[4] the recommended option is to use a management network with 

separate switch and separate NICs: “this segregation prevents system administration and monitoring 

system access from being disrupted by traffic generated by the guests themselves”.  
The external network and the API network are intended as “public networks” because they allow 

inbound connections: the IP addresses should be reachable by anyone on the Internet. In particularly 

the external network is used to provide both VMs inbound and outbound connection from VMs, 

whereas the API network exposes all OpenStack APIs to tenants. These networks can be merged into a 

single network.  
If it is not possible to have physically separated networks, i.e. different switches and NICs for different 

networks, is possible to use VLANs to segregate network data. In this case the switch must be 

configured accordingly (the configuration steps are different for different networks). For instance, 

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Xifi:Wp7:d72?action=render#cite_note-openstack_net_adm-7
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Xifi:Wp7:d72?action=render#cite_note-openstack_op_guide-8
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/File:Openstack_network_arch.png
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assuming nodes with at least 3 NICs, we can use the interfaces as follow: 

 eth0: Management Network 

 eth1: External/API Network 

 eth2: Data Network 

Each interface must be configured with the correct(s) VLAN(s) ID: in this way is possible to create 

logical separated networks. 

3.2 Géant MD-VPN solution 

This section describes the MD-VPN Multi-domain GÉANT Service found in [5] The GN3plus Multi-

Domain Virtual Private Network (MD-VPN) service will deliver seamless private interconnection of 

two or more networks across multiple network domains such as GÉANT and the NREN backbones. 

The MD-VPN service is able to deliver L2-VPN (point-to-point) and L3-VPN (multi-point) across 

multiple network domains. This allows the users of the IPv4/IPv6 and/or layer 2 networks to work as 

if their networks are coupled together. The use of a VPN improves end-user performance, security, 

and facilitates the use of private IP addresses, RFC 1918[6], across the distributed user environment. 

A typical scenario would be one where an organisation seeks to connect a number of sites from 

different physical locations as if they were in the same physical location, to enable the organization to 

access remote resources with the same level of security. This security improvement enables high 

network performance by avoiding deep firewall inspection, such as the case with standard IP. 

Figure A illustrates how the NRENs are connected together to provide the MD-VPN service. The 

service is offered collaboratively by GÉANT and a set of adjacent NREN domains that adhere to the 

service. These joint networks form the multi-domain area where the service is provided (this is known 

as the "GÉANT service area)." The MD-VPN service guarantees that the data of VPN1 users cannot 

be delivered to sites outside VPN1, and that sites or machines outside VPN1 are unable to connect to 

machines that are in VPN1. This is achieved by isolating the MD-VPN customer data flows from any 

other traffic, standard IP traffic and traffic of other MDVPN customers. 

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Xifi:Wp7:d72?action=render#cite_note-D5.2-9
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1918
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1918
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Figure 26 - The Multi Domain VPN 

 

The multiple networks forming the MD-VPN service peer VPN information at the borders between 

NREN networks. These peering points are referred to as Service Stitching Points (SSPs) in Figure A. 

The Service Demarcation Points (SDPs) are the end points where the service is terminated for the end 

users of the MD-VPN service. These points are located at the interfaces of Provider Edge (PE) devices 

found at the NREN end of the site access link, which forms the edge of the federated MD-VPN service 

domain. 

The MD-VPN service is based on the VPN transport service, provided by the GÉANT network, which 

allows transporting all the multi-domain VPNs set-up within MP-VPN service from one domain 

(NREN) to another domain. In fact GÉANT provides a Carrier of Carriers (CoC) VPN to connect the 

NREN resources together, with each NREN-GÉANT BGP-labelled unicast peering session being 

established as an ABR-PE session between the respective routers. Simply, the NREN network will 

function as a CoC VPN end user. This approach introduces a hierarchy and maintains great network 

flexibility and a peer model in NREN cooperation. The main goal of using BGP labelled-unicast 

protocol for the MD-VPN service is the distribution of routes and MPLS labels for all PE routers in all 

domains used to provide services for end users. BGP also introduces high scalability and robust 

solutions such as Route Reflectors, denoted by RR in Figure A. 

For NRENs that do not support MPLS switching on the SSPs, the VPNs from those NRENs must be 

stitched to the service in back-to-back mode (Option A RFC 4364). This means that on the SSP, each 

VPN that a NREN would like to transport has to have its own sub-interface identified with a service 

delimiter (e.g. VLAN ID). The traffic and signalling for a particular VPN is exchanged over this sub-

interface, and typically in the case of L3-VPN, a standard BGP protocol with VPN extension will be 

enabled for each VPN instance. 

A VPN proxy system is defined in the GÉANT network that will provide access to the Carrier of 

Carriers VPN. This allows GÉANT to provide MD-VPN services for end users directly connected to 

the GÉANT network or to connect NRENs that do not support MPLS and BGP labelled unicast. 

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4364
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/File:MDVPN.png
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3.3 Federation nodes interconnection  

The basic federation connectivity will be provided by using a layer-3 MD-VPN provided by GÉANT 

and the NRENs.  

The current plan to provide traffic isolation for multi-site tenant deployment is to use layer-2 GRE 

tunnels dynamically created by OpenStack and the Error! Reference source not found. Network GE 

ssisted by OpenNaaS.  

It is expected that many of the NRENs will be able to offer the MD-VPN service to the federation 

nodes.  

Some NRENs who have not yet committed to deploy the MD-VPN service will be able to provide a 

separate L3-VPN instance and will connect these VPN instances to those supported by the MD-VPN 

platform via the GÉANT “VPN-Proxy” described above. This GÉANT VPN-Proxy is expected to be 

operational Q2 2014. In the case that a node cannot be connected to an NREN for some reason, it may 

be possible to directly connect to the VPN-Proxy in the GÉANT network.  

It should be noted that work is in progress to engineer suitable solutions for XIFI, like for example, 

providing native IPv6 support on the MD-VPN. 

Backup connectivity solution 

A secondary communication channel for the inter-node connectivity, compatible with the L3-VPN 

deployment, easy and fast to setup with low cost even with reduced performances if compared with 

the primary channel, will be helpful in particular for the following scenarios:  

 failover: for nodes already active and federated when the primary channel running L3-VPN 

service goes down.  

 initial/temporary: for new nodes that are entering into the federation and still waiting the 

primary connectivity based on the GÉANT MD-VPN service.  

One of the fastest and widespread technical solution to achieve this result is the VPN tunnel over 

Internet, to connect a generic leaf node directly to a master node. The master node has usually a 

certain bandwidth to offer, and it's delegated to handle the prefixes and traffic of all the federated 

nodes for the connected leaf node.  

 

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/File:Vpn_connectivity.png
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Figure 27: Backup connectivity 

 

VPN: there are lots of protocols and many technical solutions used to manage VPN. The first aim in 

that way was to identify a solution able to guarantee a certain level of security using authentication of 

the session and encryption of the traffic, facing on Internet. The second step, considering the previous 

output, was to identify a widely supported technical solution to adopt to maximize the compatibility 

with different node equipment. Here under the result of the analysis, that will be an initial agreement 

between the leaf node and the master node where it will be connected:  

 VPN Protocols:  

 IKE: Security Association Protocol with pre-shared key, AES encryption and SHA message 

digest.  

 IPSEC: suite for securing Internet Protocol with AES encryption and SHA message digest.  

 VPN Approach:  

 VPN Client-Concentrator: the generic node setup the VPN transport tunnel dynamically 

toward the master node, when needed.  

 Site to Site VPN: the generic node and the master node setup together, with same roles, a 

static transport tunnel using on it a predefined point to point (PTP) subnet. This one is the 

preferable approach because of the intrinsic stability and the compatibility with the primary 

connectivity in order to minimize the adjustments with the BGP peering.  

 Routing protocols:  

 BGP: In order to maintain the same routing protocol used on the primary connectivity, also on 

the VPN tunnel will be used the BGP if possible.  

 Static + BGP: A simple approach could be based on the use of static routes on the leaf node, 

to send all the internal federated traffic to the tunnel interface toward the federation mesh, and 

a modified instance of the BGP protocol on the master node which will announce also the leaf 

node prefix to the MD-VPN service in addition to their own prefix.  

 

Technical details: Here is a table describing a proposal of IPsec tunnel implementation based on what 

it has already been implemented between Brittany and Trento. Configuration may be adjusted to much 

the needs. It only needs to be agreed between the two nodes participating to the tunnel:  

Parameter  Value 

IKE  Version 1  

Authentication Method  Pre shared key  

IKE Coding Algorithm (encryption)  AES 128 bit  

IKE Message Digest Algorithm (authentication)  SHA1  

Ph. 1 Diffie Hellmann group (DH)  2  

Ph. 1 Lifetime  28800  

Nat Traversal  disabled  

IPSec Protocol  ESP  

Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS)  enabled  

Ph. 2 Diffie Hellmann group (DH)  2  
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IPSec Coding Algorithm (encryption)  AES 128 bit  

IPSec Message Digest Algorithm (authentication)  SHA1  

Ph. 2 Lifetime  3600  

Replay detection  disabled  

Auto key keepalive  disabled  

 

3.4 Federation addressing plan 

Connecting the federation through a private VPN requires to define a shared addressing plan that must 

be respected by all partners. 

A well-designed effective IP addressing plan has many benefits. It is proposed that in XIFI we use the 

below plan to bring about flexible, functional IP Structure. It allows for the easy reading and execution 

of routing tables, GE location, Scalability to new infrastructures. 

 

The following table highlights all the IP address ranges associates with each node.  

XIFI site  Federated IP4 Range  

Irish node (Waterford)  10.0.0.0/20  

German node (Berlin)  10.0.16.0/20  

Italian node (Trentino)  10.0.32.0/20  

French node (Brittany)  10.0.48.0/20  

Spanish node (FIWAT)  10.0.64.0/20  

SERENA  10.0.80.0/20  

CZIFI  10.0.96.0/20  

SUNTAI  10.0.112.0/20  

iLabt.XIFI  10.0.128.0/20  

XIFI NFN  10.0.144.0/20  

XFP  10.0.160.0/20  

ZUFI  10.0.176.0/20  

XIFI@Budapest  10.0.192.0/20  

IWAVE  10.0.208.0/20  

C4XIFI  10.0.224.0/20  

XIFIBUR  10.0.240.0/20  

NITOS  10.1.0.0/20  

Table 6: Federation addressing plan 
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Please notice that addressing plan may evolve as new partners join the federation. In order to have 

the latest version of the IP addressing and in order to have the IP addresses of the federated published 

services, check the article on the WIKI
36

 

 

IP network description  

XIFI has a clear distinction between network types and their functions. Portrayed in the sections below 

there are descriptions of each network profile and their roles to be considered when deploying a XIFI 

node. 

Public federation IP  

The Public federation network (publicly routable IPv4 range) provides public IP accessibility within 

the federation cloud infrastructure. This allows FI-Ware Generic Enablers the ability to reach external 

IPv4 address exterior to the FI-Lab cloud infrastructure and vice versa. They are labelled as “external 

networks” in OpenStack and are mostly used by the Generic Enablers. The public IP addresses are 

allocated to a Generic Enabler via OpenStack’s floating IP process. 

Private federation IP  

The Private Network is RFC1918 IP Range, and is not publicly routable. Federation private networks 

are defined in three distinct areas, two data networks and one management network:  

 Federation Network :  

The Federated private IP is allotted manually and via by OpenStack’s L3 agent. The primary reason 

for this network is twofold, firstly to provide connectivity between federation master/slave services 

and secondly to connect Generic Enables between federation nodes. IP address can be allocated via 

OpenStack floating IP range and are considered “external” with in an OpenStack deployment. Routing 

for this network is applied external to the OpenStack instance.  

 Administrative network:  

The IP addresses are manually allocated by the infrastructure operator. This network is the one used by 

ITBox to manage the nodes deployment and it is used by the infrastructure hosting the node for OAM 

tasks.  

 Management Network:  

These IP address are manually allocated by the infrastructure operator and handle traffic between 

OpenStack nodes. It can be deployed as a single network or sub divided into functional areas to 

provide functional isolation. Types of traffic include OpenStack’s Identity Service, Image Service, 

Dashboard, Block Storage and can carry tunnel overlay traffic outlined in internal network. This 

network has also the role of the internal network allowing VMs on the same tenant connect to each 

other and access the external network.  

 Storage Network:  

These IP address are manually allocated by the infrastructure operator and handle the storage traffic 

addressed to the storage nodes of the datacenter.  

Private XIFI Network IP address allocation  

Each FI-Lab Node is allocated a range of private IP address space for federation use. Below outlines a 

description of private IP space and who takes on the role of allocating this resource.  

                                                      

 

 

36 http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Xifi:Wp5:_Federation_services_connectivity 

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Xifi:Wp5:_Federation_services_connectivity
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 Federation Network: IP block assigned by Federation 

 Administrative Network: IP block assigned by OpenStack Operator with node owner 

discretion.  

 Management Network: IP block assigned by OpenStack Operator with node owner discretion.  

 Storage Network: IP block assigned by OpenStack Operator with node owner discretion.  

3.5 Registering a new node in the Federation 

Every Openstack component needs to be properly configured to make requests to Keystone Proxy 

instead of to the traditional Keystone. In most cases this will consist of changing three parameters: 

 IP address: In case of installing Keystone Proxy on a different machine. 

 Port: Keystone Proxy does not use the same ports as Keystone. TCP Port 5000 in Keystone is 

mapped to 4730 in Keystone Proxy, and 35357 is mapped to 4731. 

 Region: the name of your node/region.  

Below is a list of configuration files that need to be changed in Openstack Grizzly: 

 /etc/nova/nova.conf 

 /etc/quantum/dhcp_agent.ini 

 /etc/quantum/metadata_agent.ini 

 /etc/quantum/quantum.conf 

 /etc/quantum/l3_agent.ini 

 /etc/quantum/api-paste.ini 

 /etc/glance/glance-api.conf 

 /etc/glance/glance-registry.conf 

 /etc/glance/glance-cache.conf 

 /etc/cinder/cinder.conf 

 /etc/swift/proxy-server.conf 

Some of these files can be also hosted in the Controller and in the Compute nodes. It depends on the 

OpenStack configuration adopted by each Infrastructure Owner. For example you can install 

Openstack Networking in the Controller server or in a dedicated one. Usually in Compute nodes you 

have only to change the nova configuration file. 

Here are the specific lines to be modified in each component. Once these files are updated you should 

restart the corresponding services: 

 

1. /etc/nova/nova.conf 

... 

quantum_admin_auth_url=http://keystone_proxy_host:4731/v2.0 

quantum_admin_password=quantum 
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... 

keystone_ec2_url=http://keystone_proxy_host:4730/v2.0/ec2tokens 

... 

[keystone_authtoken] 

auth_port=4731 

admin_password=nova 

admin_user=nova 

... 

auth_host=keystone_proxy_host 

... 

quantum_region_name=[YOUR_REGION_NAME] 

 

 

2. /etc/quantum/dhcp_agent.ini 

... 

admin_user=quantum 

... 

admin_password=quantum 

... 

auth_url=http://keystone_proxy_host:4731/v2.0 

admin_tenant_name=services 

... 

 

3. /etc/quantum/metadata_agent.ini 

... 

auth_url = http://keystone_proxy_host:4731/v2.0 

auth_region = [HERE YOUR REGION'S NAME] 

admin_tenant_name = services 

admin_user = quantum 

admin_password = quantum 

... 

 

4. /etc/quantum/quantum.conf 

... 

[keystone_authtoken] 

auth_host = keystone_proxy_host 

auth_port = 4731 

auth_protocol = http 

admin_tenant_name = services 

http://130.206.82.10:4730/v2.0/ec2tokens
http://130.206.82.10:4731/v2.0
http://130.206.82.10:4731/v2.0
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admin_user = quantum 

admin_password = quantum 

signing_dir = /var/lib/quantum/keystone-signing 

auth_url=http://keystone_proxy_host:4731/v2.0 

... 

 

5. /etc/quantum/l3_agent.ini 

... 

admin_user=quantum 

admin_tenant_name=services 

admin_password=quantum 

... 

auth_url=http://keystone_proxy_host:4731/v2.0 

... 

 

6. /etc/quantum/api-paste.ini 

... 

[filter:authtoken] 

paste.filter_factory = keystoneclient.middleware.auth_token:filter_factory 

auth_host=keystone_proxy_host 

admin_password=quantum 

auth_url=http://keystone_proxy_host:4731/v2.0 

admin_tenant_name=services 

admin_user=quantum 

auth_port=4731 

... 

 

7. /etc/glance/glance-api.conf 

... 

swift_store_auth_address=http://keystone_proxy_host:4730/v2.0/ 

... 

swift_store_user=services:glance 

... 

auth_port=4731 

auth_host=keystone_proxy_host 

admin_password=glance 

admin_tenant_name=services 

auth_protocol=http 

auth_uri=http://keystone_proxy_host:4731 

http://130.206.82.10:4731/v2.0
http://130.206.82.10:4731/v2.0
http://130.206.82.10:4731/v2.0
http://130.206.82.10:4730/v2.0/
http://130.206.82.10:4731/
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admin_user=glance 

... 

 

filesystem_store_datadir=/var/lib/glance/images/  
swift_store_region=[YOUR_REGION_NAME] 

 

8. /etc/glance/glance-registry.conf 

[keystone_authtoken] 

signing_dir=/tmp/keystone-signing-glance 

auth_host=keystone_proxy_host 

admin_password=glance 

auth_port=4731 

signing_dirname=/tmp/keystone-signing-glance 

auth_protocol=http 

admin_tenant_name=services 

admin_user=glance 

... 

 

9. /etc/glance/glance-cache.conf 

admin_user=glance 

... 

admin_tenant_name=services 

... 

admin_password=glance 

... 

auth_url=http://keystone_proxy_host:4731 

 

10. /etc/cinder/cinder.conf 

... 

admin_password=cinder 

auth_port=4731 

auth_host=keystone_proxy_host 

admin_tenant_name=services 

auth_protocol=http 

admin_user=cinder 

... 

 

11. /etc/swift/proxy-server.conf 

... 

http://130.206.82.10:4731/
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[filter:s3token] 

paste.filter_factory = keystone.middleware.s3_token:filter_factory 

auth_port = 4731 

auth_protocol = http 

auth_host = keystone_proxy_host 

... 

[filter:keystone] 

use = egg:swift#keystoneauth 

operator_roles = admin, SwiftOperator, member 

is_admin = true 

cache = swift.cache 

... 

[filter:authtoken] 

paste.filter_factory = keystone.middleware.auth_token:filter_factory 

auth_host = keystone_proxy_host 

auth_port = 4731 

auth_protocol = http 

auth_uri = http://keystone_proxy_host:4731 

admin_tenant_name = services 

admin_user = swift 

admin_password = swift 

... 

 

 

Note: If the node is in HA mode you have to change and restart also the quantum service using the 
corosync/pacemaker commands: 

 
1) crm configure 

 
2) edit the l3-agent and the dhcp-agent replacing the old IP/password with the new one: 

 
params password="quantum" username="quantum" tenant="services" 

os_auth_url="http://keystone_proxy_host:4731/v2.0" \ 

 
3) commit 

 

http://130.206.82.10:4731/
http://130.206.82.10:4731/v2.0
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3.6 Monitoring Dashboard
37

 

The Monitoring Dashboard is a mashup of different monitoring tools for some of the XIFI components 

currently deployed. Nowadays it consists of two components: VMs monitoring tool and NAM 

monitoring tool.  

VMs monitoring tool (integrated in the Cloud Portal) is in charge of the Virtual Machines monitoring. 

It gets data from Federating Monitoring API in order to show the user the CPU, Memory and Disk 

status of its deployed Virtual Machines.  

NAM monitoring tool is oriented to XIFI IO and provides them information about the Network status 

of the connections between XIFI nodes. They can obtain monitoring data about bandwidth, latency 

and packet loss in two ways: real data information and historical data information.  

More details can be found in the deliverable D4.2 – Baseline Tools v2 [29]Error! Reference source 

ot found.. 

 

3.7 Security Proxy
38

 

Security Proxy is the component responsible for authenticating requests that are sent from/to Cloud 

services. It generates special tokens for representing users acting on behalf of organizations, and these 

tokens are later used manage different services in the Cloud infrastructure. Federated Keystone Proxy 

aims at providing federated access to Cloud resources for members of XIFI federation. It is distributed 

on all the nodes of the federation and stores authentication tokens. The Federated Keystone Proxy 

extends the FI-WARE Keystone Proxy component to support XIFI requirements. The figure below 

shows how this architecture will be implemented for different nodes in XIFI.  

 

3.8 Cloud Portal
39

 

The Cloud Portal provides a support for the users of the cloud infrastructure and platform to manage 

their services and resources deployed in cloud. It is implemented as a Web GUI, following the 

example of the portals that the most common cloud infrastructure managers (like Amazon EC2, 

Eucalyptus, Cloud Sigma, Rackspace, etc.) have today. In concrete it bases its design principles on the 

OpenStack Horizon Dashboard. The basic objective of the user portal is to facilitate the user of the 

cloud to perform operations over the underlying infrastructure. This includes performing actions such 

as: create user; manage projects; lunch instances on a base of images; create images in the image 

repository; retrieve flavors from the resource; etc. Moreover the portal facilitates management of a 

Virtual Data centers (VDCs), Services and Service Data Centers (SDCs), PaaS management and will 

offer monitoring statistics of the physical and virtual machines. 

More details can be found in the deliverable D4.2 – Baseline Tools v2 [29]Error! Reference source 

ot found..  

 

                                                      

 

 

37 NB: This section was taken from deliverable D2.4 XIFI Handbook v2, which is not yet released 

38 NB: This section was taken from deliverable D2.4 XIFI Handbook v2, which is not yet released 

39 NB: This section was taken from deliverable D2.4 XIFI Handbook v2, which is not yet released 
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3.9 SLA Manager
40

 

SLA Management, based on SLA management standards and integrated in the XIFI portal, covers the 

SLA lifecycle and allows the direct interaction among the different actors through the graphical user 

interface. It supports these actions: i) the providers indicate the QoS metrics that can be monitored on 

their infrastructures ii) the users view the available metrics for the service and decide the boundaries 

which should monitor.  

There are two main roles: users (developers, End User, SMEs...) and providers (Infrastructure Owners, 

technological providers…). They can use the SLAs Dashboard, included in the SLA Manager 

component, to monitor the Service Level Agreement (SLA) established between them during the 

resource provisioning. The QoS metrics included in the SLA agreement will be recovered from the 

Federation Monitoring GE and checked with the negotiated values to detect any violation of the SLA. 

More details are available at the SLA Manager section included in the deliverable D4.2 [29]. 

 

3.10 Security Monitoring GE
41

  

The Security Monitoring GE is one of the main Generic Enablers provided by the FI-WARE Security 

Architecture which, in the context of the XIFI Federation, allows not only to Federation Managers but 

also to Infrastructure Owners, to identify and asses attacks and security risks that can impact on their 

federated resources. Besides, in conjunction with the XIFI Security Dashboard and due to its 

integration with the Identify Management GE, it offers an efficient and user-oriented monitoring from 

the security perspective.  

In particular, the component of the Security Monitoring GE used in the XIFI Federation is the Service 

Level SIEM (Security Information and Event Management), working in a distributed way where 

Security Probes with SIEM agents are installed on the slave nodes for the collection of logs and 

normalization into security events, whereas the SIEM server is installed on the master nodes for the 

analysis and correlation of those security events received from the different nodes to ensure the 

compliance with the security directives established in the XIFI Federation.  

More details can be found in XIFI deliverable D4.2 [29]. 

                                                      

 

 

40 NB: This section was taken from deliverable D2.4 XIFI Handbook v2, which is not yet released 

41 NB: This section was taken from deliverable D2.4 XIFI Handbook v2, which is not yet released 
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4 UPDATES ON PROCEDURES FOR OPERATING THE 

FEDERATION 

4.1 Operational requirements and procedures 

Below a number of procedures are defined that are intended to describe the Infrastructure Owner operations. 

This definition is built on the experience of XIFI partner TID gained from running the FI-Lab legacy platform in 

FI-WARE. The information in this section complements the information in the handbook Deliverables D2.1 and 

D2.4.  

4.1.1 Tenant deployment 

Below, a basic procedure is described of what must be deployed by a user (developer) in order to have a tenant 

with instances up and running. 

 Use of IP addresses:  

Public IP addresses are a scarce resource. They are assigned to tenants as a way to deploy a tenant with 

its own private router. Care has to be taken that IP addresses are used efficiently. The application of 

quota, i.e. the maximum number of IP addresses per tenant, is already in place by some nodes.  

 Quota:  

Default values for a Node are given in the D2.1 "XIFI Handbook v1" as following: 

o quota_instances: 3 (number of instances allowed per tenant) 

o quota_floating_ips: 3 (number of floating ips allowed per tenant) 

o quota_cores: 6 (number of instance cores allowed per tenant) 

o quota_volumes: 10 (number of volumes allowed per tenant) 

o quota_gigabytes: 1000 (number of volume gigabytes allowed per 

tenant) 

o quota_ram: 2034 (megabytes of instance ram allowed per tenant)  

These numbers are default values and might be changed by any IO in order to fit the dimensioning of 

his node. 

As an example, the default number of floating IPs that is allowed by tenant is 3. This number could be 

judged by an IO as too big taking into account that FI-Lab has its portal accessible to anyone without 

really restrictive measures. A fair number could be put to 1 and be changed by an IO in a case by case 

manner. 

 Volumes:  

Attachment of volumes is an ongoing problem that need to be solved and this is why it has not been 

detailed in the below procedure. 

4.1.2 Basic Tenant deployment procedure 

Create new organisation:  
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New organisations are created only in the federation portal, not at nodes level. To create a new organization, you 

must go to the Account part. In this field, you will also grant the different kind of accesses have the users of your 

organization.  

 

Figure 28: Account part 

Once you are done with granting access, you can go back to the cloud portal and choose the organization you 

just created as "Project Name" and the Region where you want to start building your tenant. 

Create network and subnet  

First of all you must create a network with a private subnet. To do this, you should click on the "Networks" 

button then click on "Create Network" (see screen shot bellow) 

 

Figure 29: Create a network 

Fill the information to create your network, e.g.: 

Network name: mynetwork 

Subnet name: mysubnet 

network address: 192.168.0.0/24 

Gateway IP: 192.168.0.1 

and push the create button. 
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Create a router:  

 Create a router by click on "Routers" on the bottom of the left menu, then "Create 

Router"  

 

Figure 30: Create a router 

 Add an interface: Click on the "router", then add an interface corresponding to 

your private subnet you created earlier 

 Set Gateway: From the main router menu, click on set the gateway and choose the 

"Public External Network"  

If you go back to your interface details of your router, you should at this stage, 2 interfaces: 1 corresponding to 

your private subnet and 1 for the external network. 

 

Figure 31: Add an interface 

Security groups  

To create your security group, you should click on the "Security" button then click on "Security Groups", then 

"Create Security Group" (see screenshot Figure 32). 
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Figure 32: Create Security Group 

Add (some) rules to your security rules, see Figure 33. 

 

Figure 33: Add rules 

Create the Keypair 

Click on "Keypairs" Tab (Figure 34), create your own keypair. At the end of the creation, it is proposed to 

download the keypair, then you must answer "yes" as it is the only time you can do it. 

 

Figure 34: Define the Keypairs 

Note: It is important to know that a keypair is associated with a user and with a tenant. In other words, it means 

when you create keypairs, other users having access to the tenant won't see and won't be able to use keypairs you 

created. 
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Create your first VM  

From the left menu (Figure 35), select "Instances", then click on "launch New Instance" 

 

Figure 35: Create an instance 

 Image: Choose the cloud image you want to use to create your VM 

 Name: Put the name of the VM of the VM you want to create 

 Flavour: Choose the flavor you want to be applied for your VM 

 Instance Count: 1 

 Define the keypair and the security group: Select the one you just created 

 Networking: Choose the private subnet you created earlier 

 Then push the "Launch instance" button  

 

Figure 36: Launch instance 

Once launched (Figure 36), you can click on it, to check the logs and that you instance has been created 

successfully, Figure 37. 
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Figure 37: Instance Log 

Floating IP:  

 Allocate an IP to the project:  

Under the left menu, click on "Security", choose the "Floating IPs" Tab, then click on "Allocate IP to 

Project"(Figure 38) 

 

Figure 38: Allocate IP 

 Associate the IP to your Instance  

In the "Action" field, click on associate IP and select the instance you want to associate the IP (Figure 39) 

 

Figure 39: Associate IP 
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Once you have associated the IP to your instance, it is accessible through internet by SSH and ping. These are 

the only two protocols you allowed in your security group. 

 Try to ping your instance from your personal computer  

 

Figure 40: Ping 

 Connect to your instance via SSH:  

Do not forget to use the public key, you downloaded and used earlier for your instance. 

 

Figure 41: Connect via SSH 

4.1.3 Tenant Life cycle 

This section describes the tenant life cycle and the actions that have to done by the IOs. Actually, there are a few 

scenarios in which a definition of a tenant life cycle is needed and all of them are related to the identification of 

fraudulent use of resources. As the creation of a tenant involves no use of “real resources”, the problem comes 

with the use of the user inside this tenant. There are 3 scenarios: 

 Tenant with no use: In this case we have a tenant with or without resources, but after a predefined 

period of time, there is no use of any resource. This period of time could be fixed as 3 months but could 

be redefined for each IO depending of the availability of resources or the misuse of them. Irrespective 

of whether this tenant uses resources or not, the system sends an email to the owner of the tenant in 

order to inform about the situation. Depending the decision of each IO this message could give details 

about the lifetime ineligibility if no activities are detected after a defined period (predefined with 3 

months but IO could change it depending of their own management resources). 
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In case that there are user(s), the administrator will send an email to each user informing the about the 

situation in order to correct it or in other cases proceed to release those resources. If those resources 

continue not to be used, the admin will automatically release them after a period of time. If this 

situation applies to all users, the admin will proceed in the same way as in the previous one with no 

users. 

 Tenant with a user with a black email account: This is a special situation in which a user has been 

created with an incorrect email address. After some period of time the IO administrator detects that the 

email corresponds to an email generator and proceeds to include it into the email black list in order that 

it cannot be used. The IO notifies the tenant owner of the situation in order to correct it and not to repeat 

it in the future. There is also the possibility to delete the tenant if the situation continues in the future.  

 Tenants with fraudulent users: In this case the IO administrator detects that a user is fraudulently using 

resources. The procedure is to send an email to the users in order to inform them to resolve the problem, 

or the IO administrator could deactivate the resources. In the same way a notification is sent to the 

tenant owner informing of the situation in order to resolve it and not repeat it in the future. If malicious 

use continues, the IO will deactivate the tenant and release the resources associated to the tenant. 

4.1.4 Traceability of deployed Instances 

This section deals with the IO’s capability to identify who has allocated a resource on the IO’s infrastructure at a 

given time, in the present or past.  

 Correlation between Instance and public IPs in real time  

You can use the nova command nova list --all-tenants to list all IPs used and their matching instances on a 

region: 

nova list --all-tenants  
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 Identification of Instance & Instance's owner to which a public IP has been 

affected  

An IO is not in charge of the user database. This is managed by the administrator of the IDM component. On the 

time of the release of this document, the IDM component is only deployed in Spain. As a consequence, User 

information is subject to Spanish law and according to this, user data cannot be disclosed except if requested by 

legal authorities. In case of a malicious usage of a Public IP there is no possibility for an IO to obtain the related 

user data other than by starting a legal case against the malicious user. 

4.1.5 Local catalogue management 

Currently, the images that have to be located on each local catalogue come from the Spain node 

(FIWARE catalogue). For the purpose of copying the various images to the rest of IO, we have 

installed an Apache server in the Spain glance instance controlled by user and administrator password 

in order to access to it and to download the corresponding images, as described below. The server is 

located at https://glance.lab.fi-ware.org.  

Currently, there are only users for Lannion, Waterford, Berlin and Trento. If any other IO wants to 

access it, he should contact the administrator of this server (Fernando López, fernando dot 

lopezaguilar at telefonica dot com). In the following table you can see the responsible of each IO 

The list of persons with authorized access per IO is the following: 

Nodes Responsible Account 

Lannion Riwal Kerherve glance2 

Lannion engineering@imaginlab.fr glance5 

Berlin Thomas Günther glance4 

Trento Cristian Cristelotti Coll glance3 

Federator Joe Tynan glance1 

Table 7: List of users with access to the glance-apache server in Spain 

A personalized email was sent to the users with the password to be used for the server. The 

administrator of this server maintains the correlation between users and password for all users. 

We are evaluating the alternative that the Spain administrator node will automatically update the 

images for the other nodes but we are still in the process of defining the procedure to do it.  

Images to be added to the local catalogue 

A list of cloud images is required to be present on the catalogue. 

 repository-image-R3.2-2 

 dbanonymizer-dba 

 marketplace-ri_2 

 meqb-image-R2.3 

 cep-image-R2.3 

 datahandling-ppl 

https://glance.lab.fi-ware.org/
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 orion-psb-image-R3.3 

 registry-ri 

 ofnic-image-R2.3 

 kurento-R4.2.2 

 kurento-image-4.0.0 

 kurento-image-R3.3 

 cdva-image-R2.3  

NID is a property metadata and anytime we create a new image, this NID number need to be associated to its 

glance metadata. 

Procedure to add the required images 

Below we show at the example of the dbanonymizer-dba how the required images can be added. The full 

information on all images is given in Error! Reference source not found..  

 dbanonymizer-dba:  

o Public: Yes 

o Protected: No 

o Name: dbanonymizer-dba 

o Status: active 

o Size: 3339124736 

o Disk format: qcow2 

o Container format: ovf 

$ glance image-create --name dbanonymizer-dba --disk-format qcow2 --container-format ovf --min-disk 0 --min-

ram 0 --is-public True --is-protected False --property nid=64 --file <name of the file of the corresponding 

downloaded image> 

4.1.6 Managing Images 

If you need to manage an image, i.e. modify it permanently, you can use guestfish Error! Reference source not 

ound.. If you want to mount an image with read-write mode as root, use the following: 

guestfish --rw -a <my_image.img> 

You should then get a ><fs> prompt. First thing to do then is to type "run" which will launch a virtual machine 

used to perform all the file manipulation. You can now list file systems with the list-filesystems command. 

><fs> run 

><fs> list-filesystems 

/dev/vda1: ext4 

/dev/vg_centosbase/lv_root: ext4 

/dev/vg_centosbase/lv_swap: swap 

Then mount your selected fs: 
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mount /dev/vda1 / 

And then you can operate inside your image. When you're done, just type exit to leave the guestfish tool. You 

can now use your modified image file. 

4.1.7 Managing Blueprints 

The management of Blueprint is based in the utilization of the PaaS Manager together with the SDC Manager. 

The corresponding recipes have to be incorporated into the SDC Recipes Catalogue in order to make use of these 

functionalities. These recipes currently are based in chef distribution programme. Nevertheless a new version of 

the SDC is being deployed in the Spain Node which allows the instantiation both Chef and Puppet recipes. In the 

following paragraphs we see the normal management operations over blueprint.  

Create a blueprint template. 

First of all you must create a blueprint template or take a predefined template previously defined in the 

catalogue. If we decided the first option, you should click on the "Blueprint Templates" button, then click on 

"Create New Template" (see screenshot below). 

 

Figure 42: Create blueprint template 

You have to complete the information related to the name of this template and a description in order to know 

afterward what the purpose of this template was. Then you should click on the “Create Blueprint” button to 

finalize the creation of the template. 

If you decide to take one template from the catalogue, you should click on the "Blueprint Templates" button and 

then click on "Open Catalog”. This shows you a list of predefined templates, take the one and click on the 

“Clone” button. This will created for you a new Blueprint template to work with. 

Adding Tier(s) to your blueprint template 

Secondly, if we want to add some Tiers to our blueprint template, we should click on the “Actions” button or 

over the right button of the mouse in order to go to the windows to add/edit/delete Tiers associated to this 

blueprint template (see the screen shown below). 
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  Figure 43: Adding tier(s) to a blueprint template 

If we want to add a new tier, click on the “Add Tier” button to open a new window (see the screen shown 

below). It is a modal window in which you need to select the appropriate data. The marked attributes are 

mandatory. The selection of the Regions means that this Tier will be deployed in those regions. The data of 

flavours, Images and keypairs correspond to the data contained in the selected region (by default Spain Node). It 

is not mandatory to select an icon to represent the purpose of the tier but it is a good practice to know in a simple 

view what we are doing on this tier. Last but not least, you should indicate the minimum, maximum and current 

number of instances to de deployed using this template. This is made in the circle located to the left of the 

window (see the screen shown below). 

 

 

Figure 44: Create a tier 
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If we finish the introduction of data, we should click on the “Next” button, which moves to the next window in 

which we can select the corresponding recipe(s) to be installed on these instances. It corresponds to the list of 

Software Catalogue included in the SDC Manager. We can drag & drop from the list of “Software in Catalogue” 

and translate it to the “Software in Tier” list (see screenshot below). 

 

Figure 45: Adding software to a tier 

To finish the template, click “Create Tier”. 

Editing/Creating the software attributes. 

In some cases, the software to be installed has an attribute or a group of attributes (ports, installation directory, 

and so on) that they are leaving by default. By contrast, if you want to change them, it is possible by clicking 

over the right button of the mouse over the selected software on the “Software in Tier” list (see the screen 

bellow) and click on “Edit Attributes”. 
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Figure 46: Selecting the menu to change the software attributes 

This shows a modal window in which we can introduce the attributes to be used for the installation of the 

software (see the screen below). Please, refer to each product in order to know which the attributes for each case 

are. 

 

Figure 47: Editing the software attributes 

Launching an instance. 

After the creation of a blueprint template, if we want to launch it, we should click on the “Action” button, see 

Figure 43. It shows a menu with the option “Launch Instance” in which we click on in order to launch it. It 
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shows a screen in which it asks us about the name of the blueprint instance and a brief description of it (see the 

image below). 

 

Figure 48: Launch a blueprint template 

If we have finished the introduction of data we should click on “Launch Blueprint instance” in order to launch it. 

The screen changes to the main windows in which we can see the different states of the instantiation process (see 

the image below). 

 Deploying the required infrastructure (deploying). 

 Installing the selected products (installing) 

 Installed (installed), which corresponds to the final status. 

 

Figure 49: Blueprint instances 
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4.1.8 Use Case Handling 

Information to get 

When a Use Case should be deployed within a region, the person in charge of the Use Case needs to contact the 

IO of the node if the quota applied to the node does not fit the needed dimensioning. Indeed, most of the time, 

quota and flavours on a node are quite limited to prevent abuse. These can easily be changed or extended by the 

IOs, but it requires manual intervention by the IO. 

Below is a list of the information that an IO needs in order to adapt quota, flavour or configuration applied to a 

tenant. 

 Global Architecture presentation from the Use Case 

 Description of Instances: 

o Numbers of instances needed 

 For each of them, give the dimensioning needed: 

 Memory, 

 Disk, 

 Number of processors 

 etc.  

o Snapshot availability in case of migration from an existing server to XIFI  

 Network connectivity: 

o Number of network interfaces per instances, 

o Configuration of the interfaces wanted, 

o Ports to be opened: 

 Management ports: Give the public IP needed in order to do the 

filtering 

 Service ports that will need to be opened (Service provided by the 

Use Case)  

 Login: 

o FI-Lab login ID (in order for the IO to add the ID to the granted list of 

users of the Use Case tenant) 

o Snapshot login/pwd 

4.1.9 Tenant customization 

Quota 

 You might need to list your default quotas, so use the following commands 

(respectively for compute/network/block storage): 

nova quota-defaults 
quantum quota-show 
cinder quota-show 

 If you need to update a quota for a particular tenant, use the following commands: 

nova quota-update --<quotaName><quotaValue><tenantID> 
quantum quota-update --tenant_id<tenantID> --<quotaName><quotaValue> 
cinder quota-update --<quotaName><quotaValue><tenantID> 

 Some examples: 
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nova quota-update --ram 8192 <Tenant_ID> 
quantum quota-update --tenant_id<Tenant_ID> --network 5 
cinder quota-update--gigabytes 50 <Tenant_ID> 

Flavors 

 You might need to list your default quotas, so use the following command: 

novaflavor-list 

 In case you want to add a new flavor, just 2 steps are needed: 

o Create your new tenant: 

novaflavor-create --is-public 
<true|false><flavor_name><ID><ram><disk><vcpus> 

E.g.: 

novaflavor-create --is-public false Test-flavor auto 2048 0 2 

o Then your freshly created flavor needs to be available for the tenant, use 

the following command: 

novaflavor-access-add <flavor><tenant_id> 

E.g.: 

novaflavor-access-add a5abb478-9672-46f1-979e-99d2ca023fdc 
0000000000000000000000000000xxxx 

 

4.1.10 Node administration 

Levels of administrative access (users, local admins, federation admins):  

By joining the federation some administrative tasks are delegated to the master node, in particular identity 

management and authentication of OpenStack management actions. In consequence, some administrative 

commands (e.g. fetching user information or tenant information for all tenants) are no longer admitted for nodes 

but require collaboration with the federation (e.g. with the federation maintainer in case of maintenance 

procedures). This is a restriction imposed by federating, is a part of the operational level agreement between 

node and federation and causes a number of inconveniences including the need for continuous exchange of 

“service catalogues” and “authentication tokens” across the federation network infrastructure for almost all 

actions. 

It could be disconcerting, but since the keystone component of OpenStack has been replaced by federation 

components (the keystone proxy and the IDM), some of the administration tasks that an IO needs to do on his 

node cannot be done anymore after joining the federation. The management of the user database is then removed 

from the tasks that an IO usually manages on his node and it is moved under the responsibility of another 

stakeholder: The Federation Maintainer (for roles c.f. section Error! Reference source not found.).  

 Grants on the node (API, Cloud portal)  

To administrate a node, three different types of access are available. 
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o CLI: This is the most common way to manage a node. This is a SSH 

connection on the controller that provide your CLI interface. 

o OpenStack API: OpenStack provides a normalised API to manage its 

cloud. These APIs (Nova API, Cinder API, Quantum API, Swift API, 

Glance API)can be made accessible via the Internet or not. For the 

federation to work, these APIs must be openly accessible at least for cloud 

portal requests. 

o Cloud Portal: It has access to the different OpenStack API (Nova, Cinder, 

Quantum, Swift, Glance) that are made accessible from the node. This 

access provide only a basic administration: user oriented.  

 Roles  

Here the level of administrative access, depending on the type of user, is defined.  

 Users 

o Have basic access to tenants that he created. 

o Manage and administrate their tenants through cloud portal. It is the only 

administrative access they can have. 

o Manage and grant access of their own tenants for other users.  

 Local admins 

o Is an IO, and is in charge of administration of its own node (IO) 

o Has basic access to his tenants through the cloud portal like other users has. 

o Has CLI access to the node and can administrate Nova, Glance, Swift, 

Quantum and Cinder  

 Federation admins 

o Manage keystone proxy and IDM 

o Administrate users and tenants  

Procedures:  

 How to change the administrative level for a given user  

o Privilege on a tenant created by an IO  

An IO can only manage a tenant he created. To manage a tenant, go to the Identity Manager and click on the 

arrow near the name of the user (Figure 50). Then choose "switch session" and click on the tenant you would 

like to modify roles for some users. 

 

Figure 50: Manage tenant – select user 
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Click on members and then do the modification you would like to do, e.g. adding users or adding roles to a 

certain user. 

 

Figure 51: Modifications on a tenant 

 

 

Figure 52: Modifications on a tenant II 

 

o Privilege on a tenant not created by an IO  

Please note that only persons in charge of IDM and the federation maintainers have the privilege to manage users 

on these tenants 

 How to list tenants and users on a node:  

The command below permits you to list all tenants in a given node 

# sourceopenrc (to have nova rights) 
# nova--os-region Lannion usage-list  

See Table 8 for an example from Lannion node, 2014-07-15 - 2014-08-13. 
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Table 8: Lannion usage list 

The command below permits you to list all VM created on your node as well as the name of the user who created 

it. Table 9 shows an example result. 

# nova-manage vm list 

instance node type state launched image kernel ramdisk project user zone index 

LeCloudC
estLaVie 

node-3 m1.s
mall 

active 22/04/2014 760d4409-
731c-4009-
b368-
4a7ad78d83
35 

38aec686f
107485eb
c1ca9763d
96d958 

f7b2f1315c4a47b284aa142fb0728d43 None 0 

CEP-
PTRAK 

node-3 m1.m
edium 

active 21/05/2014 32f0120d-7533-4d3f-a7c4-0e492b93b740 3437 ptrak-
syn 

None 0 

KURENT
O2 

node-1 m1.m
edium 

active 21/05/2014 25c3b46b-a91c-4bfb-8fd2-dc3d46858e57 3437 ptrak-
syn 

None 0 

Fire2FIPP
P01 

node-5 fire2fi
ppp 

active 27/05/2014 dd5859f2-fbfa-4d12-9eac-2ec306685a75 3478 smorant None 0 

Fire2FIPP
P02 

node-5 fire2fi
ppp 

active 13/06/2014 b6d7fe2c-ee42-4e80-9978-d01a35f32d21 3478 smorant None 0 

Connecte
dTV-v1 

node-8 fi-
cnt2-
ctv 

active 29/08/2014 88df7e0b-3cc6-4620-9e19-e76b832efb66 4004 smorant None 0 

Table 9: VM list 
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5 HARDWARE DEPLOYMENT 

Based on [7], we’ve gathered the models of hardware deployment for use in different scenarios. 

5.1 Deployment Architecture Reference Model 

This section discusses the reference model for the physical and software deployment of a XIFI node 

based on OpenStack Grizzly, FI-WARE add-ons and XIFI tools. It is important to understand that 

there is no one model fits all, since the deployment architecture depends on, and is heavily related to 

resources available in an infrastructure. Dealing with existing infrastructures that connect to the 

federation has the impact that the deployment architecture must be adapted according to the existing 

hardware and to the planned upgrade of the infrastructure. 

The following text is largely inspired by best practices in the deployment and operations of OpenStack 

based-clouds [8][9]. 

5.1.1 Concepts 

5.1.1.1 Physical Equipment 

In the deployment of a cloud-based data centre we deal with interconnected physical equipment that 

composes the physical architecture of the data centre. The most important equipment types for the 

definition of the deployment architecture are: 

 Rack: Modern servers and network equipment are designed to be installed in a framework 

called a rack. A rack contains multiple mounting slots called bays, each designed to hold a 

hardware unit. Hardware may occupy more than one unit. Recent evolution for high-density 

servers, introduces blade servers that are hosted in a blade (which allows packing several 

hardware component in a blade enclosure). Blade enclosures are mounted within racks. 

 Server: A server is a node in the data centre (usually hosted in a rack) that offers computation 

and storage capacities. A server node in a cloud-based data centre may have different role 

according to his hardware configuration, and hence being able to host different services (that 

correspond to a given role). Generally speaking, server equipped with large number of CPUs 

and RAM are more efficient for computational tasks, while server equipped with large amount 

of hard drives are more efficient for storage tasks. This discussion will become clearer in the 

next paragraphs that discuss node roles in an OpenStack based-cloud. 

 Switch: Hardware equipment that allows the physical interconnection of different server 

nodes. Like a server, a switch may have different roles according to the network services it 

provides (e.g. management network or data network). 

5.1.1.2 Node Roles 

In a cloud environment, servers usually have different roles. In the following discussion we take into 

consideration roles usually adopted in OpenStack deployments. These roles are: 

Controller (node). A controller node provides the central management for multi-node OpenStack 

deployments. 

Compute (node). A compute node provides the computational capacity (i.e. virtual machines) to 

OpenStack deployments. 

Block storage (node). A block storage node provides non ephemeral storage for virtual machines. 

Object storage (node). An object storage node provides access to large storage solutions via Web 

APIs. 
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Object proxy (node). A proxy that distribute the objects to different storage nodes according to 

replica settings and region availability settings. 

Network management (node). A network management node provides (dynamic) configuration on the 

VLANs that interconnect the VMs. 

Furthermore XIFI will consider the following roles: 

Load balancer (node). A node that in high-availability configurations, provides load balancing of 

requests among the available redundant services. 

Monitor (node). A monitor node provides monitoring of resources included in a XIFI node. 

Deployment (node). A deployment node provides the ability to control the deployment of a XIFI 

node, including a monitor node and all other nodes needed to run OpenStack and FI-WARE 

extensions. 

It is important to underline that a node may serve different roles according to the OpenStack services it 

runs. Given the difference of type of service, different roles may perform better on different type of 

hardware. Accordingly, certain roles should not be covered by the same machine in a well-designed 

cloud deployment. In the next paragraphs we discuss quickly the different services. The distribution of 

services on actual nodes defines the role of a node and the architecture of the OpenStack deployment, 

according to the type of configuration of the services. 

5.1.1.3 OpenStack Services 

The XIFI installation of OpenStack considers the following services distributed on the nodes [10]: 

Nova [11]
: Provides the management of computational resources. It includes three basic services: the 

scheduler, to define where the VM will be allocated, an API to remotely control the scheduler, the 

compute service that actually provides the VM on the single nodes and other support services. 

Neutron [12]
: provides network management for OpenStack. It includes the following services: server 

to manage the network as service functionality for Nova, agent to apply the configuration of the single 

nodes, DHCP-agent to automatically assign IPs to VMs, and other services. It requires specific plugins 

to configure the different network apparatus (e.g. OpenVSwitch [13]
). 

Glance [14]
: provides image management for OpenStack. It includes the following services: a registry 

that provides a catalogue of available VM templates and an API to control the services. Different back 

end are available for glance [15]
. 

Keystone [16]
: provides identity and service registry functionalities. 

Cinder [17]
: provides block storage (i.e. volumes) functionalities for OpenStack. It includes three 

basic services: the scheduler to define where the volume will be stored, an API to remotely control the 

scheduler, and the volume service that actually provides the storage; 

Swift [18]
: provides object storage functionalities. It includes the following services: the proxy to 

accept API requests and to route them to storage services, the object storage that take care of the actual 

storage. 

Horizon [19]
: provides a graphical user interface to support management and self-provisioning of 

cloud resources for the services mentioned above. 

5.1.1.4 Network Services 

As mentioned above, Neutron requires an actual plugin to be able to configure switches and creating 

VLANs in an OpenStack cluster. 
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DOVE : The reference plugin for XIFI is a customized version of IBM’s Distributed Overlay Virtual 

Ethernet (DOVE), provided by FI-WARE. DOVE is an SDN management solution for data centres 

that allows traffic shaping inside the data centre. It is based on OpenVSwitch. 

OpenVSwitch: as an alternative; we foresee the adoption of the standard version of OpenVSwitch. 

Other network services are required to support the inter-node XIFI connectivity. These are currently 

under development. More details will be provided in the next version of this guide. 

5.1.1.5 Other Services 

XIFI deployment will require other services: 

HAProxy: to provide load balancing across OpenStack and FI-WARE APIs in the high-availability 

configuration. 

XIFI Monitoring Management Middleware: a middleware that is currently under development in 

XIFI to integrate physical and virtual infrastructure monitoring data collected from the nodes. The 

XIFI Monitoring Management Middleware provides adapter mechanisms for monitoring tools adopted 

by infrastructures (e.g. OpenNMS [20]
, Perfsonar [21]

). 

5.1.2 Physical Deployment Models 

The physical architecture of a node influences the software architecture and QoS characteristics such 

as availability of services. Servers are usually hosted in racks and if all servers, for example, playing 

the role of a controller are in the same rack and power to the rack is interrupted, the cluster may not be 

available externally even though other services may be still running in other racks. Similar issues 

apply in case of switches. Therefore when possible, it is better to plan the physical architecture without 

a single point of failure. 

5.1.2.1 Basic Physical Deployment 

In a basic physical deployment, resources are not redundant and are not made resilient. In the simplest 

case, we will have a rack (or more racks) with a single power source that will power all servers part of 

the node including the switches that connect the servers. In the simplest configuration this requires: 

 1 controller node 

 3+ compute nodes 

 1 manager node 

 1 switch 24 port (OpenFlow enabled) 

 Optionally, we can include as well: 

 3+ object storage nodes 

Such flat configuration is not recommended for production nodes, unless high-availability deployment 

cannot be achieved. Production nodes should refer to the high-availability deployment. Corresponding 

service architecture deployment is discussed separately. 
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Figure 53 - Basic Physical Deployment 
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Table 10 - Hardware Recommendation for basic physical deployment 

Node Type Recommended Hardware Comments 

Controller 

Processor: quad core 

Memory: 8 GB RAM 

Disk space: 1TB 

Network: one 1 GB 

Network Interface Card 

(NIC) 

More disk space is required if you do not plan to deploy an 

object storage or other storage backend to act as back end for 

the VM registry (2TB). RAID configuration is suggested to 

increase controller reliability. See 
[22]

 and 
[23]

. 

Compute 

Processor: 16 or 32 cores 

Memory: 64 GB RAM or 

128 GB RAM 

Disk space: 2 TB 

Network: 2x1 GB 

Network Interface Card 

(NIC) 

If you adopt a 16 core server, you should have 6+ servers. 

RAID configuration can be used but it is not recommended. The 

disk space, unless you have also a SAN in your data centre, will 

be as well used for block storage services (volumes) in shared 

modality. See 
[22]

 and 
[24]

 

Object 

Storage 

Processor: quad core 

Memory: 8 GB RAM 

Disk space: optimized for 

cost per GB (at least 4TB 

per node) 

Network: one 1 GB 

Network Interface Card 

(NIC) 

RAID configuration is highly discouraged. See 
[25]

 

5.1.2.2 High Availability Physical Deployment 

In a high availability physical deployment, resources are redundant and they are located to be resilient. 

The objective of high availability deployment is to minimize: 

 System downtime — the unavailability of a user-facing service beyond a specified maximum 

amount of time, and 

 Data loss — the accidental deletion or destruction of data. 

To avoid system downtime and data loss it is important to avoid the presence of single point of failure. 

EIther in the hardware or in the software. In this section we highlight the deployment from the 

hardware perspective. 

We assume to have two (or more) racks where the nodes are replicated with separate line power 

supply. This will ensure that if a power line will go down and hence turn off a rack, the second power 

line will be still accessible. As better alternative it is possible to consider single racks with support for 

2 independent power lines. In this case all equipment in the rack should be equipped with 2 power 

supply units attached to the 2 power lines of the rack. This reference configuration requires: 

 2+ controller node 

 6+ number of compute nodes 

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/Xifi:Wp7:d72?action=render#cite_note-openstack_compute_image_system_requirements-26
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 3+ object storage nodes 

 switch 24 port 1GB and 10GB up-link (OpenFlow enabled) 

 1 manager node (also a laptop may do the work) 

This reference configuration is the recommended one for XIFI nodes. Tweaks may be applied 

according to specificity of XIFI nodes. 
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Figure 54 - High availability physical deployment 
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Services are discussed separately in the service architecture section. 

Table 11 - Hardware recommendations for High Availability physical deployments 

Node Type Recommended 

Hardware 

Comments 

Controller Processor: 4 or 8 core 

Memory: 12 GB RAM 

Disk space: 1TB 

Network: 2 x 1 GB 

Network Interface Card 

(NIC) 

More disk space is required if you do not plan to deploy an 

object storage or other storage backend to act as back end for 

the VM registry (2TB). RAID configuration is suggested to 

increase controller reliability. See 
[22]

 and 
[23]

. 

Compute Processor: 16 or 32 cores 

Memory: 64 GB RAM 

or 128 GB RAM 

Disk space: 2 TB 

Network: 2x1 GB 

Network Interface Card 

(NIC) 

If you adopt a 16 core server, you should have 12+ servers. 

RAID configuration can be used but it is not recommended. 

The disk space, unless you have also a SAN in your data 

centre, will be as well used for block storage services 

(volumes) in shared modality. See 
[22]

 and 
[24]

 

Object 

Storage 

Processor: quad core 

Memory: 8 GB RAM 

Disk space: optimized 

for cost per GB (at least 

4TB per node) 

Network: 2 x 1 GB 

Network Interface Card 

(NIC) 

RAID configuration is highly discouraged. 

See 
[25]

 

5.1.3 Services Architecture Deployment Models 

In the previous section we discussed the physical deployment and listed the nodes type needed for 

that. But we didn't enter in any details regarding the services to be deployed on the nodes. Depending 

on the selected architecture, the different nodes will support different roles
[9]

. 

5.1.3.1 Basic Architecture 

In the basic deployment services are not configured in high-availability. In this section we details 

which services are supposed to run on the different nodes discussed in the section #Basic Physical 

Deployment. It is important to underline that we foresee the computational node to cover as well the 

block-storage node role through the set-up of a shared file system (e.g. NFS). Also, we foresee the 

installation of XIFI specific services on the controller node, if the node offers enough capacity to run 

them. 

The controller node will host all the services related to the management of the XIFI node. The services 

include: 

 The nova-scheduler service, that allocates VMs on the compute nodes. 

 The cinder-scheduler service, that allocates block storage on the compute nodes. 
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 The glance-registry service that manages the images and VM templates. The backend for the 

registry maybe the controller node, or the Object Storage if included in the deployment 

architecture. 

 The neutron-server service that manages the VM networks. 

 The swift-proxy service (optional) that manages request to the object storage nodes. 

 The nova-api service, that exposes the APIs to interact with the nova-scheduler. 

 The cinder-api service, that exposes the APIs to interact with the cinder-scheduler. 

 The glance-api service, that exposes the APIs to interact with the glance-registry. If the object 

storage nodes are deployed, we recommend their usage as back-end for glance [15]
. 

 The keystone service that manages OpenStack services in a node. 

 The horizon service, that provides a dashboard for the management of OpenStack in a node. 

 The IdM GE service, that provides identity management for users. 

 The SLM GE service, that provides scalability and elasticity management. it is connected the 

SOM GE service, hosted in the Main XIFI node. 

 The XIFI-MMM service, that collects monitoring data for physical appliances. 

 The DCRM GEs is not listed as it is essentially a plugin to nova-scheduler and neutron. 

 The compute node will host all the services related to the provisioning of VMs and block 

storage. The services include: 

 The nova-compute service that manages VMs on the local node. 

 The cinder-volume service that manages block storage on the local node. 

 The neutron-agent service that manages VM networks on the local node. 

 The object storage node (optional) will host all the services related to the provisioning of 

object storage. The services include: 

 The swift-account-server service, that handles listing of containers. 

 The swift-container-server service, that handles listing of stored objects. 

 The swift-object-server service, that provides actual object storage capability. 
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Figure 55 - Service per node in the basic architecture deployment model 

5.1.3.2 High Availability Architecture 

In the high availability services are redundant and they are located to be resilient. In this section we 

details which services are supposed to run on the different nodes discussed in the section #High 

Availability Physical Deployment. In this section we discuss the deployment from the software 

perspective. The deployment, except the injection of services to support high-availability of the 

controllers (the other are in high-availability modality by default so to say), is very similar to the basic 

one. In fact in OpenStack, computational, block storage and object storage nodes, are handled by the 

different scheduler to provide high-availability. The issue is to guarantee high-availability as well to 

the controller. 

Generally speaking, high-availability can be provided in two modalities: 

 active/passive: in this configuration, a main controller operates the resources and in case of a 

problem, it switches the request to a backup controller. 

 active/active: in this configuration, a number of controller operates the resources at the same 

time, in case of a problem to a controller instance, requests are not issued anymore to that 

node. 

In this paragraph we refer to the active/active configuration. 

The controller node will host, additionally to the services mentioned in the previous section, the 

services needed to ensure the high-availability of the controller node: 

 ha-proxy service, that provides load balancing across OpenStack and FI-WARE APIs in the 

high-availability configuration. 

 pacemaker service
[26]

, that provides high-availability for neutron and other services. 

 galera service
[27]

, that provides high availability for databases used by the different services. 

 RabbitMQ service, present as well in the basic deployment, should be configured for high-
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availability policy support. 

More information is available in [28] 

 

Figure 56 - Service per node in HA architecture deployment model 

5.1.3.3 Block Storage Configuration 

Different modalities to run block storage services are possible in OpenStack refer to [9] [29] for a 

complete discussion. In this section we refer to the default configuration selected for XIFI, that relies 

on shared file system across the compute nodes. In this configuration, each compute node has a large 

storage capacity that is share through a distributed file system that allows the disks of the different 

compute node to be seen as a single drive. This configuration allows for high scalability and easy live-

migration and does not require for dedicated nodes to the block storage. Of course, the solution may 

have drawbacks such as high network i/o in case the block is accessed from a remote virtual machine 

instead than locally. The default shared file system solution foreseen in XIFI is NFS. 
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6 SOFTWARE DEPLOYMENT 

6.1 IT Box 

The ITBox supports the automated installation of the main components of a XIFI node. The download 

version and some configuration parameters will be provided by the portal, following the registration of 

the new node. Monitoring and network adapters will be included (or linked) in the ITBox distribution 

from the adapters repository, while the same applies to GEs and related software needed to complete 

the XIFI node installation. 

6.1.1 Installation Manual 

ITBox is distributed as an ISO image which contains an installer for ITBox Master Server. The ISO 

can be installedin the same way, using a virtualization software package, such as VirtualBox, or a 

bare-metal server. The first solution is suggested for testing scopes, whereas the second solution is 

suggested for production environment. 

Suggested minimum hardware requirements for installation in testing environment: 

 Dual-core CPU 

 2+ GB RAM 

 1 gigabit network port 

 HDD 80 GB with dynamic disk expansion 

Suggested minimum hardware requirements for installation in production environment: 

 Quad-core CPU 

 4+ GB RAM 

 1 gigabit network port 

 HDD 128+ GB 

Once the Master server is installed, all other servers can be powered on, and the user can login into the 

ITBox UI using the default address http://10.20.0.2:8000/ , or he can start using the command 

line interface [7]. The cluster’s servers will be booted in bootstrap mode (CentOS based Linux in 

memory) via PXE. Thus, these servers will be seen by the system as “discovered”, and user will see 

notifications in the user interface. At this point the user can create an environment, add servers into it 

and start with the configuration. 

6.1.1.1 How to update ITBox to the latest version 

If you would update your ITBox node to the latest version, you can install the new version and migrate 

the production nailgun database instance. 

The main steps are: 

 pg_dump –c –h 127.0.0.1 –U nailgun nailgun > outfile.sql   with 

password nailgun (on the old ITBox installation) 

 psql –d nailgun –U nailgun < outfile.sql  with password nailgun (on 

the new ITBox installation) 

Note: it is possible that the system may show the following error message: “FATAL: Ident 

authentication failed for user “. To fix this error open /var/lib/pgsql/data/pg_hba.conf file and in local 

section change as follows: 

local all all md5 

http://10.20.0.2:8000/
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Finally, restart the database (/etc/init.d/postegresql restart) 

You can find the PostegrSQL’s official documentation at the 

url http://www.postgresql.org/docs/8.4/static/backup-dump.html [8] 

6.1.2 User Manual 

When the user has completed the master node installation, he can access ITBox UI, visiting the default 

url http://10.20.0.2:8000/ (Fig. 3). 

 

Figure 57 - the ITBox homepage 

The user sets bare-metal servers to boot from network via PXE and power them on. They will start 

automatically with a bootstrap operating system, based on Centos. The ITBox will notify discovered 

nodes on ITBox UI (see Fig. 3 in the upper right corner). At this moment, the user could create a new 

environment. 

http://www.postgresql.org/docs/8.4/static/backup-dump.html
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Figure 58 - creation of a new environment 

The first step that involves the user is the “New OpenStack Environment” creation (Fig. 4), where the 

user inserts such basic information about the environment as name, operating system, deployment 

mode (multi-node or multi-node with High Availability), hypervisor, DCRM GE with Pivot or Pulsar 

scheduler and network manager (Nova-Network, Neutron with GRE, Neutron with VLAN). 

The DCRM GE installation (Fig. 5) is a XIFI specific feature. If the user selects a DCRM GE 

scheduler, the ITBox will install all necessary packages and configure Pivot or Pulsar scheduler. 

If the user skips this step, then the ITBox will install the FilterScheduler as default. 

 

Figure 59 - DCRM install options 

 

Now the environment is ready for deployment. 
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Figure 60 - Final creation step 

 

 

Figure 61 - the page of the created environment 

In environment creation process the user should define the architecture of his cloud infrastructure. The 

user assigns the role to every server, configures the network and defines the space allocated to hard 

disks and settings other OpenStack options (Fig.21). 
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Figure 62 - environment definition 

 

Giving roles to servers 

In “Nodes” tab, the user can view the state of his environment, where the nodes are ordered by Roles. 

Thus, the user can view the node's details and configure them appropriately. 

By clicking on “Add Nodes” button, the ITBox shows users the list of available roles and the list of 

unallocated nodes. After selecting a role, other incompatible roles are automatically disabled. For 

example, a controller node cannot be together with a compute node simultaneously, and so on. 

Finally the user applies changes (Fig. 22). 
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Figure 63 - list of available servers 

 

When the changes are applied, it is possible to tune the node, by clicking on the right button indicated 

by the gear icon. The ITBox shows a dialog where the user can configure network interfaces, defines 

the space allocated to hard disks and views server information (e.g. Service tag, Mac addresses, 

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/File:7_ITBOX.png
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hardware specifications, etc.) (Fig.22, 23, 24). 

 

Figure 64 - network interface configurations 

 

 

Figure 65 - hard disk configuration 
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Figure 66 - detailed information about the selected server 

Network settings 

In the Network section, the user can manage configuration parameters. Based on the OpenStack 

network architecture, ITBox considers three networks: Public, Management and Storage. Management 

and Storage sections indicate the network subnet in CIDR notation and VLAN tags, whereas thePublic 

section allows to set the IPs pool and its VLAN tag (Fig. 26). 

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/File:8_ITBOX.png
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Figure 67 - infrastructure network settings 

The ITBox gives user the opportunity to manage the Neutron plugin and to define the L2 connection 

tunnel ID range and the L3 floating IP range. Furthermore, the user can verify the network 

configuration by clicking the “Verify Network” button, which checks for connectivity between nodes 

using the configured VLANs. It also checks if if some external DHCP interferes with the current 

deployment (Fig. 27). 

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/File:11_ITBOX.png
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Figure 68 - L2/L3 Neutron Configuration 

 

General Settings 

The "Settings" tab contains options useful to manage the current environment. For example, the user 

can change the OpenStack admin account or can change the hypervisor type or the scheduler driver. 

To make variations permanently it is necessary re-deploy the changes. (Fig. 26, 27). 

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/File:12_ITBOX.png
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Figure 69 - Infrastructure settings (monitoring, admin account, common) 

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/File:13_ITBOX.png
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Figure 70 - infrastructure settings (scheduler drivers, syslog, storage) 

 

Logs 

The log section is designed to monitor the state of installation and support the troubleshooting. The 

user can select the node to monitoring, the log level and the generator source. 

Health Check 

It is very useful, running a post deployment test, to see if the installation process is correctly finished. 

The Health check process runs a set of tests, and when it is done, the user will see green Thumbs Up 

sign if it was correct and a red Thumbs Down sign if something went wrong (Fig. 30). 

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/File:14_ITBOX.png
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Figure 71 - health check result 

 

Start deploy When the user has finished setting the environment, he can start the deployment process, 

clicking on "Deploy changes" button (Fig. 31). 

 

Figure 72 - installation in progress 

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/File:15_ITBOX.png
http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/File:16_ITBOX.png
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Fig. 18: installation in progress 

6.2 DCA 

The Deployment and Configuration Adapter (DCA) is the XIFI component that caters for the 

enhanced deployment functionality, as needed by the project users forming in parallel a Deployment 

Registry. Briefly the DCA provides: 

Deployment of multiple GEs and XiFi components upon XiFi infrastructure The DCA supports the 

deployment and configuration of multiple GEs in a batch mode (as images, through recipes or in a 

combination), allowing the user to select details (including the sequential or parallel deployment and 

the notification capabilities). Such multi-GE deployment can take place in a single node or upon 

federated XiFi nodes. The DCA can also be used to deploy XiFi components upon the infrastructure. 

Check of Available Resources prior to the Deployment The DCA performs check on the resources that 

are available to the user, prior to the deployment of one or multiple GEs and according to the 

documented hardware requirements of the GEs. This functionality can protect the user from receiving 

errors (by the platform) after invoking the deployment procedure. The resource availability check is 

performed considering the user’s quota upon the XiFi infrastructure, the resources that have been 

already reserved by the user and the hardware needs of the GEs under deployment (currently 

quantified in CPU cores, memory and storage). The checks can be performed per node and / or 

federated nodes. 

Persistency of information related to the deployed GE instances The DCA holds all pertinent 

information from the whole lifecycle of GE deployment. This includes the requests on behalf of the 

users (through the portal) and the system responses as related to the GE instances (going well beyond 

the typical awareness of the VM instances). This information is adapted and then exposed upon 

request to the components of WP4, through a set of meaningful queries. 

6.2.1 Installation Manual 

This section provides a step-by-step guide for the installation and configuration of the required 

software components in order to setup the DCA component in a particular node in XIFI federation. 

In particular, guided manuals are foreseen for: 

 installation and configuration of Apache Tomcat, 

 installation and configuration of MySQL Server, 

 installation of the DCA binaries. 

Further, configuration instructions are given for all the aforementioned software components. 

Prerequisites  
For the node that will accommodate the DCA (XiFi federation platform): 

 CentOS (6.2 and above) is already installed 

 Oracle Java Runtime Environment (1.7.0 and above) is already installed 

 Apache Tomcat (7.0.35 and above) 

The cloud-hosting Generic Enablers (GEs) that support the deployment and configuration of the GEs. 

Namely the PaaS Manager and the SDC. 

A persistency server (DCA currently tested with MySQL DB Server)  

For the Infrastructure Node: 

The DCRM GE or OpenStack Grizzly 
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Installation steps: 

First of all, verify that the right version of Oracle Java has been installed: 

[root@dca ~]# java -version java version "1.7.0_45" Java(TM) SE Runtime 

Environment (build 1.7.0_45-b18) Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM (build 

24.45-b08, mixed mode)  

Then, install Apache Tomcat as follows: 

[root@dca ~]# cd /opt [root@dca opt]# wget 

http://archive.apache.org/dist/tomcat/tomcat-7/v7.0.41/bin/apache-tomcat-

7.0.41.tar.gz [root@dca opt]# tar xzf apache-tomcat-7.0.41.tar.gz  

[root@dca opt]# ./apache-tomcat-7.0.41/bin/startup.sh   

Tomcat should be up and running. Optionally, you may want to redirect the traffic of port 8080 to port 

80 using the following iptables rule: 

[root@dca opt]# iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -p tcp --dport 80 -j REDIRECT 

--to-port 8080 [root@dca opt]# iptables -I INPUT -p tcp --dport 8080 -j 

ACCEPT [root@dca opt]# service iptables save [root@dca opt]# service 

iptables restart  

Upon successfully installing Apache Tomcat, MySQL server and the respective Java JDBC connector 

should be also installed by issuing the following commands: 

[root@dca opt]# yum install mysql-server mysql-connector-java [root@dca 

opt]# chkconfig --levels 235 mysqld on [root@dca opt]# service mysqld start 

Next, place the database creation script (dca.sql) in the root directory (/root) and issue the following 

commands: 

[root@dca opt]# cd ~ [root@dca ~]# mysql -uroot -p < dca.sql  

Next, the DCA binaries (dca.war) should be uploaded to the webapps directory of the Apache Tomcat 

installation (in the context of the present installation guide, this should be /opt/apache-tomcat-

7.0.41/webapps). Apache Tomcat should then automatically deploy the war file and extract its 

contents under the webapps directory. In order to enable transactions, one should initialize a keystone 

instance into the DCA platform. Supposing that the DCRM instance of the datacenter operator 

advertises its identity service at the URL http://hostname.example.com/keystone/v2.0 and is located in 

a region identified as A_Region, then, the following command should be issued: 

curl http://<dca-server-ip>/dca/addEndpoint -X POST -H "Content-Type: 

application/json" \         -d '{region:"A_Region", 

url:"http://hostname.example.com/keystone/v2.0"} ' 

The answer of the DCA server is the following: 

{url:"http://hostname.example.com/keystone/v2.0", region:"A_Region"}  

6.2.2 User Manual 

The user manual describes the requests and responses of the methods currently offered by the DCA 

(version 1.0). The interaction has been performed using two trial accounts in the FI-WARE 

infrastructure (one in lab.fi-ware.eu and one in testbed.fi-ware.eu, regions RegionOne and RegionTwo, 

respectively), as well as a local (deployed in SYNELIXIS) OpenStack environment (RegionThree). 

This means that many of the (proprietary) fields are currently blank (appearing as having null values). 

List flavors 

We request the flavors available in RegionThree. Request 

curl http://localhost:8080/dca/flavors?region=RegionThree  
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Response 
The available flavours are retrieved (tiny, small, medium). 

{    "flavors":[       {          "id":"1",          "name":"m1.tiny",          

"vcpus":"1",          "ram":512,          "disk":"0",          "swap":"",          

"links":[             {                "rel":"self",                

"href":"http://cloud.lab.fi-

ware.eu:8774/v2/00000000000000000000000000001807/flavors/1",                

"type":null             } ,             {                "rel":"bookmark",                
"href":"http://cloud.lab.fi-

ware.eu:8774/00000000000000000000000000001807/flavors/1",                

"type":null             }           ],          "public":null,          
"OS-FLV-EXT-DATA:ephemeral":0,          "rxtx_factor":1.0,          "OS-

FLV-DISABLED:disabled":null,          "rxtx_quota":null,          

"rxtx_cap":null,          "os-flavor-access:is_public":null       } ,       
{          "id":"2",          "name":"m1.small",          "vcpus":"1",          

"ram":2048,          "disk":"10",          "swap":"",          "links":[             

{                "rel":"self",                "href":"http://cloud.lab.fi-

ware.eu:8774/v2/00000000000000000000000000001807/flavors/2",                

"type":null             } ,             {                "rel":"bookmark",                
"href":"http://cloud.lab.fi-

ware.eu:8774/00000000000000000000000000001807/flavors/2",                

"type":null             }           ],          "public":null,          
"OS-FLV-EXT-DATA:ephemeral":20,          "rxtx_factor":1.0,          "OS-

FLV-DISABLED:disabled":null,          "rxtx_quota":null,          

"rxtx_cap":null,          "os-flavor-access:is_public":null       } ,       
{          "id":"3",          "name":"m1.medium",          "vcpus":"2",          

"ram":4096,          "disk":"10",          "swap":"",          "links":[             

{                "rel":"self",                "href":"http://cloud.lab.fi-

ware.eu:8774/v2/00000000000000000000000000001807/flavors/3",                

"type":null             } ,             {                "rel":"bookmark",                
"href":"http://cloud.lab.fi-

ware.eu:8774/00000000000000000000000000001807/flavors/3",                

"type":null             }           ],          "public":null,          
"OS-FLV-EXT-DATA:ephemeral":40,          "rxtx_factor":1.0,          "OS-

FLV-DISABLED:disabled":null,          "rxtx_quota":null,          

"rxtx_cap":null,          "os-flavor-access:is_public":null       }     ] }

  

List the Keypairs  

We request the user keypairs on RegionThree. 

Request 

curl http://localhost:8080/dca/keypairs?region=RegionThree  

Response 
The response is retrieved. 

{  "keypairs":[       {          "name":"panos",          

"fingerprint":"22:ec:58:0a:c5:f5:c6:d4:7b:91:64:26:5f:17:e9:8b",          

"user_id":null,          "public_key":"ssh-rsa 

AAAAB3NzaC1yc2EAAAADAQABAAAAgQDBgi/eZqP7IKqygkvTn2pkrlPn3LKg57SU8jyRQNxMq37

fG6RZUtfTSZsaJs0lnQTQvFhfuuzRXs4/9eYQ2CD82BcFOqQr6p2CyhgYzMnEv4xXIz53fUFXGq

SjsvUb+YbR6fbSibl3OaXLkNhg4FQH4lGQHDEVQEABCyagyQTuPQ== 

nova@gcsic001.ifca.esn",          "private_key":null       }     ] }   

List the Security Groups Request 

The security groups available to the user on RegionThree are requested. 
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curl http://localhost:8080/dca/securitygroups?region=RegionThree  

Response 
The security groups are retrieved. 

{    "security_groups":[       {          "id":2372,          

"name":"context_broker",          "description":"context broker security 

group",          "rules":[             {                "id":4211,                

"name":null,                "group":{                   "name":null,                   

"tenant_id":null                } ,                "parent_group_id":2372,                
"from_port":1026,                "to_port":1026,                

"ip_protocol":"tcp",                "ip_range":{                   

"cidr":"0.0.0.0/0"                }              } ,             {                
"id":4212,                "name":null,                "group":{                   

"name":null,                   "tenant_id":null                } ,                
"parent_group_id":2372,                "from_port":8,                

"to_port":0,                "ip_protocol":"icmp",                

"ip_range":{                   "cidr":"0.0.0.0/0"                }              

} ,             {                "id":4213,                "name":null,                
"group":{                   "name":null,                   "tenant_id":null                

} ,                "parent_group_id":2372,                "from_port":0,                
"to_port":0,                "ip_protocol":"icmp",                

"ip_range":{                   "cidr":"0.0.0.0/0"                }              

}           ],          "links":null,          

"tenant_id":"00000000000000000000000000001807"       } ,       {          
"id":2078,          "name":"default",          "description":"default",          

"rules":[             {                "id":3425,                

"name":null,                "group":{                   "name":null,                   

"tenant_id":null                } ,                "parent_group_id":2078,                
"from_port":22,                "to_port":22,                

"ip_protocol":"tcp",                "ip_range":{                   

"cidr":"0.0.0.0/0"                }              }           ],          
"links":null,          "tenant_id":"00000000000000000000000000001807"       

} ,       {          "id":2079,          "name":"monitoring",          
"description":"For FI-WARE monitoring",          "rules":[             {                

"id":4137,                "name":null,                "group":{                   

"name":null,                   "tenant_id":null                } ,                
"parent_group_id":2079,                "from_port":1026,                

"to_port":1026,                "ip_protocol":"tcp",                

"ip_range":{                   "cidr":"0.0.0.0/0"                }              

} ,             {                "id":4141,                "name":null,                
"group":{                   "name":null,                   "tenant_id":null                

} ,                "parent_group_id":2079,                "from_port":80,                
"to_port":80,                "ip_protocol":"tcp",                

"ip_range":{                   "cidr":"0.0.0.0/0"                }              

}           ],          "links":null,          

"tenant_id":"00000000000000000000000000001807"       }     ] }   

List Images 

Request 
The already available images on RegionThree are requested. 

curl http://localhost:8080/dca/images?region=RegionThree  

Response 
The response is retrieved. The images are presented along with the related details. 
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{    "images":[       {          "status":"active",          

"name":"CentOS_6.4",          "deleted":false,          

"container_format":"bare",          "created_at":"2013-11-04T19:13:46",          

"disk_format":"iso",          "updated_at":"2013-11-04T19:14:01",          

"id":"79e9245c-3a02-48af-8dd2-ada0d893331e",          "min_disk":0,          

"protected":false,          "min_ram":0,          

"checksum":"4a5fa01c81cc300f4729136e28ebe600",          

"owner":"e9312e85dde04636a63c1b340f89242a",          "is_public":true,          

"deleted_at":null,          "properties":{           } ,          

"size":358959104       } ,       {          "status":"active",          
"name":"Cirros 0.3.1",          "deleted":false,          

"container_format":"bare",          "created_at":"2013-10-23T14:28:21",          

"disk_format":"qcow2",          "updated_at":"2013-10-23T14:28:22",          

"id":"c4c6463f-0acb-4e06-8051-1e14070c154d",          "min_disk":0,          

"protected":false,          "min_ram":0,          

"checksum":"d972013792949d0d3ba628fbe8685bce",          

"owner":"e9312e85dde04636a63c1b340f89242a",          "is_public":false,          

"deleted_at":null,          "properties":{           } ,          

"size":13147648       } ,       {          "status":"active",          
"name":"orion",          "deleted":false,          

"container_format":"bare",          "created_at":"2013-11-20T18:06:47",          

"disk_format":"qcow2",          "updated_at":"2013-11-20T18:12:22",          

"id":"791c1279-4d38-4f89-a33b-a3a93a29e75c",          "min_disk":0,          

"protected":false,          "min_ram":0,          

"checksum":"d60b7cfc2f87a9b69095cbd627805bf0",          

"owner":"e9312e85dde04636a63c1b340f89242a",          "is_public":false,          

"deleted_at":null,          "properties":{             

"instance_uuid":"a9259820-dd5e-4fb4-9581-09acaddf199b",             

"image_location":"snapshot",             "image_state":"available",             

"instance_type_memory_mb":"2048",             "instance_type_swap":"0",             

"instance_type_vcpu_weight":"None",             "image_type":"snapshot",             

"instance_type_id":"5",             "ramdisk_id":null,             

"instance_type_name":"m1.small",             

"instance_type_ephemeral_gb":"0",             

"instance_type_rxtx_factor":"1",             "kernel_id":null,             

"instance_type_flavorid":"2",             "instance_type_vcpus":"1",             

"user_id":"752627b3561f46b08bc27726ce2630ce",             

"instance_type_root_gb":"20",             "base_image_ref":"79e9245c-3a02-

48af-8dd2-ada0d893331e",             

"owner_id":"e9312e85dde04636a63c1b340f89242a"          } ,          

"size":358875136       }     ] }   

List Networks Request 

The networks available to the user on RegionThree are requested. 

curl http://localhost:8080/dca/networks?region=RegionThree  

 

 

Response 

{    "networks":[       {          "status":"ACTIVE",          "subnets":[             

"3b873329-6469-4d44-9814-93be7b6d7eb2"          ],          "name":"net-0",          

"id":"a714bca6-7f2d-4181-91fb-44e6b603a7e4",          "shared":"false",          

"provider: physical_network":null,          "admin_state_up":true,          

"tenant_id":"e9312e85dde04636a63c1b340f89242a",          "provider: 

network_type":"gre",          "router: external":"false",          

"provider: segmentation_id":"1"       } ,       {          
"status":"ACTIVE",          "subnets":[             "ed1fa327-81ba-40ca-
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b523-aa64e45ba091"          ],          "name":"ext_net",          

"id":"c3a72055-71ac-4cc7-afad-4869dc602b19",          "shared":"false",          

"provider: physical_network":null,          "admin_state_up":true,          

"tenant_id":"e9312e85dde04636a63c1b340f89242a",          "provider: 

network_type":"gre",          "router: external":"true",          

"provider: segmentation_id":"2"       }     ] }   

 

 

List Servers Request 

The already deployed (in total) GEs are requested. 

curl http://localhost:8080/dca/servers/ge  

 

 

Response 
The response is retrieved. The servers are presented along with the related details. 

[    {       "id":"6fda6be8-0e70-4d08-9731-c858d6a27f50",       

"name":"test-xifi-proton",       "imageRef":"90d4865d-5e7b-4d95-af2c-

69753e1740d6",       "flavorRef":"2",       "keyName":"xifi",       

"securityGroups":"default,cep",       "created":1390051880000,       

"status":null,       "tenantId":"00000000000000000000000000000101",       

"userId":"artemis-voulkidis",       "region":"RegionOne"    } ,    {       
"id":"a335265d-777e-42fa-8f5a-355160bc93cc",       "name":"test-xifi-

proton-r1",       "imageRef":"90d4865d-5e7b-4d95-af2c-69753e1740d6",       

"flavorRef":"2",       "keyName":"xifi",       

"securityGroups":"default,cep",       "created":1390135132000,       

"status":null,       "tenantId":"00000000000000000000000000000101",       

"userId":"artemis-voulkidis",       "region":"RegionOne"    } ,    {       
"id":"29c1ee5e-fac8-451d-85d9-963ed7ae2386",       "name":"test-xifi-

orion",       "imageRef":"02fdb0bc-6b47-4af4-ab13-95508033cdb4",       

"flavorRef":"2",       "keyName":"xifi",       "securityGroups":"default",       

"created":1390135136000,       "status":null,       

"tenantId":"00000000000000000000000000000158",       "userId":"artemis-

voulkidis",       "region":"RegionTwo"    } ,    {       "id":"1ae2d8d8-
e8ed-4e4e-88bd-4209b808eeda",       "name":"test-xifi-proton-r2",       

"imageRef":"7b001833-5eaa-4a4d-84fa-803e3c59377d",       "flavorRef":"2",       

"keyName":"xifi",       "securityGroups":"default,cep",       

"created":1390052553000,       "status":null,       

"tenantId":"00000000000000000000000000000158",       "userId":"artemis-

voulkidis",       "region":"RegionTwo"    }  ]  

More complex queries are also supported by issuing relevant API calls containing http parameters. For 

example, the CEP instances deployed in RegionOne could be discovered as follows: 

Request 

curl http://localhost:8080/dca/servers/ge?desc=cep&region=RegionTwo  

 

 

Response 

[    {       "id":"1ae2d8d8-e8ed-4e4e-88bd-4209b808eeda",       

"name":"test-xifi-proton-r2",       "imageRef":"7b001833-5eaa-4a4d-84fa-

803e3c59377d",       "flavorRef":"2",       "keyName":"xifi",       

"securityGroups":"default,cep",       "created":1390052553000,       
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"status":null,       "tenantId":"00000000000000000000000000000158",       

"userId":"artemis-voulkidis",       "region":"RegionTwo"    }  ]  

The DCA component also support active VM (GE) listing, where the data is requested directly by the 

DCRM instances of the federation. For example, an infrastructure owner may be interested on 

checking the GEs that are deployed on its own infrastructure, located at RegionOne: 

Request 

curl http://localhost:8080/dca/servers/live?region=RegionOne  

 

 

The response of the DCA module could be as follows (the full listing has been suppressed for reasons 

of brevity): 

Response 

{    "list":[       {          "id":"a335265d-777e-42fa-8f5a-355160bc93cc",          

"name":"test-xifi-proton-r1",          "addresses":{             

"addresses":{                "private":[                   {                      

"macAddr":null,                      "version":"4",                      

"addr":"10.0.1.202",                      "type":null                   }                 

]             }           } ,          "links":[             {                
"rel":"self",                "href":"http://cloud.lab.fi-

ware.eu:8774/v2/00000000000000000000000000000101/servers/a335265d-777e-

42fa-8f5a-355160bc93cc",                "type":null             } ,             
{                "rel":"bookmark",                

"href":"http://cloud.lab.fi-

ware.eu:8774/00000000000000000000000000000101/servers/a335265d-777e-42fa-

8f5a-355160bc93cc",                "type":null             }           ],          
"image":{             "id":"90d4865d-5e7b-4d95-af2c-69753e1740d6",             

"links":[                {                   "rel":"bookmark",                   

"href":"http://cloud.lab.fi-

ware.eu:8774/00000000000000000000000000000101/images/90d4865d-5e7b-4d95-

af2c-69753e1740d6",                   "type":null                }              

]          } ,          "flavor":{             "id":"2",             
"links":[                {                   "rel":"bookmark",                   

"href":"http://cloud.lab.fi-

ware.eu:8774/00000000000000000000000000000101/flavors/2",                   

"type":null                }              ],             "public":null          

} ,          "accessIPv4":"",          "accessIPv6":"",          
"configDrive":"",          "status":"ACTIVE",          "progress":0,          

"fault":null,          "tenantId":"00000000000000000000000000000101",          

"userId":"artemis-voulkidis",          "keyName":"xifi",          

"hostId":"c0d2f2faa797bfb8be05680a6d2f31ba4553f7219e35a13011cb22d1",          

"updated":"2014-01-19T12:39:05Z",          "created":"2014-01-

19T12:38:52Z",          "metadata":{           } ,          
"powerState":"1",          "vmState":"active",          

"host":"gcsic022.ifca.es",          "instanceName":"instance-00000ad2",          

"hypervisorHostname":null,          "diskConfig":"MANUAL",          

"availabilityZone":null,          "uuid":null,          "adminPass":null       

}     ] }   

Combinatorial requests are also supported. For example, assume that it is of interest to know on which 

XIFI nodes are instances of CEP and Marketplace GEs simultaneously deployed: 

Request 
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curl 

http://localhost:8080/dca/servers/ge/multiple?desc1=cep&desc2=marketplace  

 

 

Assuming that in the present state of the XIFI federation, only RegionOne has these two GEs 

deployed, the answer would have been: 

Response 

[    "RegionOne" ]  

Single Server Deployment Request 

In this request we ask for the deployment of a single CEP instance on RegionOne. Necessary 

information is provided through the POST method. The response is condensed for reasons of brevity. 

curl http://localhost:8080/dca/servers -X POST -H "Content-Type: 

application/json" -d '{          "name":"test-3",          

"imageRef":"90d4865d-5e7b-4d95-af2c-69753e1740d6",          

"flavorRef":"2",          "keyName":"xifi",          "securityGroups":[             

{                "name":"default"             } ,             {                

"name":"cep"             }           ],          "region":"RegionOne"       

} '  

Response 
The response is retrieved and it shows that the server is created. 

{    "id":"ffae6295-9aba-48a8-908d-4eecb71bd79c",    "name":null,    

"addresses":null,    "links":[       {          "rel":"self",          

"href":"http://cloud.lab.fi-

ware.eu:8774/v2/00000000000000000000000000000101/servers/ffae6295-9aba-

48a8-908d-4eecb71bd79c",          "type":null       } ,       {          
"rel":"bookmark",          "href":"http://cloud.lab.fi-

ware.eu:8774/00000000000000000000000000000101/servers/ffae6295-9aba-48a8-

908d-4eecb71bd79c",          "type":null       }     ],    

"diskConfig":"MANUAL",    "adminPass":"hRmXkm97DRqY" }   

Multiple Servers Deployment Request 

In this request we ask for the deployment of a CEP instance, destined for RegionOne, and an Orion 

CPB instance, destined for RegionTwo. 

curl http://localhost:8080/dca/multiple -X POST -H "Content-Type: 

application/json" -d '{    "list":[       {          "name":"test-xifi-

proton-r1",          "imageRef":"90d4865d-5e7b-4d95-af2c-69753e1740d6",          

"flavorRef":"2",          "keyName":"xifi",          "securityGroups":[             

{                "name":"default"             } ,             {                

"name":"cep"             }           ],          "region":"RegionOne"       

} ,       {          "name":"test-xifi-orion-r2",          
"imageRef":"02fdb0bc-6b47-4af4-ab13-95508033cdb4",          

"flavorRef":"2",          "keyName":"xifi",          "securityGroups":[             

{                "name":"default"             }           ],          

"region":"RegionTwo"       }     ] } '  

Response 
The response is retrieved and proves the creation of the two requested servers (VMs). 

 [    {       "id":"a335265d-777e-42fa-8f5a-355160bc93cc",       

"name":null,       "addresses":null,       "links":[          {             

"rel":"self",             "href":"http://cloud.lab.fi-

ware.eu:8774/v2/00000000000000000000000000000101/servers/a335265d-777e-
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42fa-8f5a-355160bc93cc",             "type":null          } ,          {             
"rel":"bookmark",             "href":"http://cloud.lab.fi-

ware.eu:8774/00000000000000000000000000000101/servers/a335265d-777e-42fa-

8f5a-355160bc93cc",             "type":null          }        ],       

"diskConfig":"MANUAL",       "adminPass":"ZGs4QxAvZc8c"    } ,    {       
"id":"29c1ee5e-fac8-451d-85d9-963ed7ae2386",       "name":null,       

"addresses":null,       "links":[          {             "rel":"self",             

"href":"http://130.206.80.11:8774/v2/00000000000000000000000000000158/serve

rs/29c1ee5e-fac8-451d-85d9-963ed7ae2386",             "type":null          

} ,          {             "rel":"bookmark",             
"href":"http://130.206.80.11:8774/00000000000000000000000000000158/servers/

29c1ee5e-fac8-451d-85d9-963ed7ae2386",             "type":null          }        

],       "diskConfig":"MANUAL",       "adminPass":"P8inbZ7LERa8"    }  ]  

Delete Server Request 

We request the deletion of a specific server. 

curl -X DELETE http://localhost:8080/dca/servers/d5c22170-38d6-4344-9d62-

c9770e550cee  

Response 
The response is retrieved and show the deletion of the server. 

{  "deleted":"d5c22170-38d6-4344-9d62-c9770e550cee" }   

Note that the region of the server is inferred through the DCA persistency layer, described later. 

DCA Persistency Layer 

One of the primary goals of DCA is to log the requests made by the users of the federation to the 

federation, in order to provide meaningful statistics to the infrastructure owners and the federation 

operators, through a set of predefined queries. Further, DCA could as well operate as a means 

of federation cache, providing quick information on the characteristics of the VM instances deployed 

in the federation, including Ids and regions of the host XIFI-nodes, the type of the instances etc. The 

architecture of the DCA persistency layer, currently implemented upon a MySQL server, is depicted in 

the following figure. 
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Figure 3: The architecture of the DCA persistency layer 

 

As may be deduced from the above figure, DCA logs the requests made by the federation users and 

relates them to the federation responses, in an attempt to provide information related to the federation 

status. This information may be forwarded to the XIFI recommendation tool and the infrastructure 

owners for further elaboration. 

mysql> describe dca.request; 

 +--------------+---------------------+------+-----+---------+-------------

---+ | Field        | Type                | Null | Key | Default | Extra          

| +--------------+---------------------+------+-----+---------+------------

----+ | id           | bigint(20) unsigned | NO   | PRI | NULL    | 

auto_increment | | ip-source    | varchar(45)         | NO   |     | NULL    

http://wiki.fi-xifi.eu/File:Dca_db.png
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|                | | url-target   | varchar(255)        | NO   |     | NULL    

|                | | request-type | varchar(6)          | NO   |     | NULL    

|                | | payload      | text                | YES  |     | NULL    

|                | | parameters   | varchar(45)         | YES  |     | NULL    

|                | | user-id      | varchar(45)         | NO   |     | NULL    

|                | | tenant-id    | varchar(1024)       | NO   |     | NULL    

|                | | time         | time                | NO   |     | NULL    

|                | | date         | date                | NO   |     | NULL    

|                | +--------------+---------------------+------+-----+-----

----+----------------+  mysql> describe dca.response; 

 +-----------+---------------------+------+-----+---------+----------------

+ | Field     | Type                | Null | Key | Default | Extra          

| +-----------+---------------------+------+-----+---------+---------------

-+ | id        | int(10) unsigned    | NO   | PRI | NULL    | 

auto_increment | | requestid | bigint(20) unsigned | NO   | MUL | NULL    |                

| | payload   | text                | NO   |     | NULL    |                

| | time      | time                | NO   |     | NULL    |                

| | date      | date                | NO   |     | NULL    |                

| +-----------+---------------------+------+-----+---------+---------------

-+  

Apart from storing the requests made by the users and the related responses, the DCA persistency 

layer allows for storing information related to the federation nodes DCRM identity services (most 

likely based on Keystone) in a table called keystone. 

mysql> describe dca.keystone; 

 +--------+------------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+ | 

Field  | Type             | Null | Key | Default | Extra          | +------

--+------------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+ | id     | 

int(10) unsigned | NO   | PRI | NULL    | auto_increment | | url    | 

varchar(45)      | NO   | UNI | URL     |                | | region | 

varchar(45)      | NO   | UNI | Region  |                | +--------+------

------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+  

Also, DCA has built-in information related to the GE images already available through FI-WARE lab 

and testbed. This information is related to the image reference UUID that can be used to identify the 

type of the deployed VM (if it constitutes a GEi) when the installation is made directly through image 

deployment. Further, to ensure proper a priori monitoring of the user quotas and assure 

minimal/recommended operation of the GEs offered by the FI-WARE environment, DCA has 

populated another table, calledhwrequirements that describes the minimum and recommended 

resources a GE requires for proper operation. This information is coupled to the GE database 

representation as deduced both by Fig. 3 and the following MySQL output: 

mysql> describe dca.ge; 

 +---------+-------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+ | Field   

| Type        | Null | Key | Default | Extra          | +---------+--------

-----+------+-----+---------+----------------+ | id      | int(11)     | NO   

| PRI | NULL    | auto_increment | | name    | varchar(45) | NO   |     | 

NULL    |                | | imgRef  | varchar(45) | NO   | UNI | NULL    |                

| | region  | varchar(45) | NO   |     | NULL    |                | | 

idHWreq | int(11)     | NO   | MUL | NULL    |                | +---------

+-------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+  mysql> describe 

dca.hwrequirements; 

 +-----------+---------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+ | 

Field     | Type          | Null | Key | Default | Extra          | +------

-----+---------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+ | id        

| int(11)       | NO   | PRI | NULL    | auto_increment | | min_cores | 

int(11)       | YES  |     | NULL    |                | | min_ram   | 
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int(11)       | YES  |     | NULL    |                | | min_disk  | 

decimal(6,1 ) | YES  |     | NULL    |                | | rec_cores | 

int(11)       | YES  |     | NULL    |                | | rec_ram   | 

int(11)       | YES  |     | NULL    |                | | rec_disk  | 

decimal(6,1)  | YES  |     | NULL    |                | +-----------+------

---------+------+-----+---------+----------------+  

When a request for a VM deployment in a specific region is issued to the DCA component, the request 

is logged and the request is forwarded to the controller of the node belonging to the specified region. If 

the image ID corresponds to a GE image ID, then the respective reference is passed to the database 

server representation and the VM is onwards considered to be a GEi. DCA also logs the id of the 

identity service that was contacted to acquire the necessary information to get the VM (GE) deployed, 

the name of the deployed VM (GE), the flavor that was chosen by the user, the security groups that 

were identified, as well as other user- and date/time-related information. A representation of the 

structure of the database representation of a deployed VM (GE) is depicted below. 

mysql> describe dca.server; 

 +----------------+------------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ | 

Field          | Type             | Null | Key | Default | Extra | +-------

---------+------------------+------+-----+---------+-------+ | id             

| varchar(45)      | NO   | PRI | NULL    |       | | keystoneId     | 

int(10) unsigned | NO   | MUL | NULL    |       | | name           | 

varchar(45)      | YES  |     | NULL    |       | | imageRef       | 

varchar(45)      | YES  |     | NULL    |       | | flavorRef      | 

varchar(45)      | YES  |     | NULL    |       | | keyName        | 

varchar(45)      | YES  |     | NULL    |       | | securityGroups | 

varchar(255)     | YES  |     | NULL    |       | | GERef          | 

int(11)          | YES  | MUL | NULL    |       | | created        | 

timestamp        | YES  |     | NULL    |       | | status         | 

varchar(45)      | YES  |     | NULL    |       | | tenant_id      | 

varchar(45)      | YES  |     | NULL    |       | | user_id        | 

varchar(45)      | YES  |     | NULL    |       | +----------------+-------

-----------+------+-----+---------+-------+  
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